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INSIDE:
IN THE NEWS: Student Senate hosted heated
debate for one of the first times this semester. During the
Thursday session senators rejected the Executive
Committee's nomination of Les Adams as a student court
justice for political reasons. Page 3.
MMM — YUMMY: Thanks to Marriott, the
new Courtyard Grill gives students the opportunity to
munch on hot dogs and hamburgers in the sun. Page 4.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
News Editor

D

GOES WITNESSING: Eric Lovett and
the YouthQuest drama and singing teams reached out to both
the saved and unsaved during an evening rally held on
Saturday at the King's Dominion amusement park. Page 3.
MAKING HISTORY: Students who have an
interest in history and in other countries can indulge both
these interests in the new international studies specializaiton of the history major. The coursework focuses on
history, geography, politics and language. Page S.
AROUND THE WORLD: With the help of
some smart computers, an ALS-stricken man works around
his deadly disease and doesn't let it keep him from his work
as an engineer-physicist Page 6.
GETTING A LIFE: Kim Matherley tells of how,
across the globe, two elementary education majors kept in
touch and how their students learned from it Meanwhile,
Life Editor Amy Morris asks LU students, "Are you happy
with the name your parents gave you?" Page 9.

MOVING OUT: Amy Morris and Tina Towers discuss the pros and cons of living in the dorms and living in
town. Is one actually better than the other? Page 9.
EDITORS' CORNER: Editor in Chief Shannon
D. Harrington stresses the importance of public figures
watching what they say. He focuses on Sen. Al D'Amato's
recent attack on Judge Lance Ito. Opinion Editor Mark
Haskew presents four things to keep in mind when reading
any kind of information piece. Tom Inkel asks, "Why can't
we shake the sting of the word 'racism'?" Page 7.
COMMENTARY: Should our next president be
chosen based on his economic views or his social views?
Sarah Parshall and Betsy Ooten prepared for the rapidly
approaching national elections by discussing this issue in a
point-counterpoint. Also, Lisa Parys commends California
for its ban on smoking. She advocates the policy on a
nationwide scale. Page 7.

Students drill
candidates
By AMY J. SAWYER
Copy Editor

- H e a t e d , debate erupted
Monday night in DeMoss
Hall 160 as editors from the
Liberty Champion and students had the opportunity to
question candidates for 1995'96 Student Government
Association offices.
For more than two hours
SGA candidates answered
questions put to them by the

Champion panel and an audience of approximately 200.
Much of the controversy
centered around candidates
James Beck's and Philip
Lehman's competing platforms. Concerns were also
expressed over each candidate's experience and goals
for the office, including how
much emphasis should be
placed on spiritual concerns.

LADY FLAMES SUFFER DEFEAT:

GOLFERS SWEEP TOURNEY:

After

shooting a combined 890, the LU golf team won the 12th
Annual Lonnie D. Small Memorial Intercollegiate Men's
Golf Tournament championship. Page 13.

SHOOTING THE B I G SHOTS: In a
game arranged by Lynchburg Hillcats general Manager
Paul Sunwall, the Lady Flames defeated a group of local
celebrities 2-1 at Lynchburg's City Stadium. Page 13.

SPORTS WITH

STROUT:

With Major

League Baseball back, Strout discusses how fans will be
"busting down the doors of most parks in the majors."
When fans return so easily, lockouts and strikes become
meaningless. Page 11.
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See Debate, on Page 2

t was a landslide.
Despite widespread
speculation, the 1995
Student Government
presidential race did
not result in a run-off. Instead,
James Beck garnered 943
votes, resulting in a 61 percent sweep.
"I really think there was the
possibility of a run-off
between any two of the three,"
Dean of Student Life Mike
Stewart said. "It is not as big a
margin as last year, but when
you figure there were three
candidates ... Last year the
margin was 78-18 (percent).
Sixty-one (percent to) 25 is
not that great of a margin
compared to last year, but
when you add in the third candidate — that's significant"
Philip Lehman amassed less
than half of Beck's total, gaining only 381 votes, or 25 percent Jason Williams carried
198, or 13 percent of the 1,546
students who turned out
SGA would have held a
run-off if the winner had not
had at least a 15 percent lead.
The top two candidates would
have been voted on again
Wednesday.
Both Beck ana Lebman
were fined 10 votes each,
resulting in the official totals
listed above.
"It was a minor thing," said
Matt "Slick" McMurray, this
TIMES OF JOY, TIMES OF SORROW - Beck hugs year's president and head of
the elections committee.
his sister Rachel after his victory is announced
Tuesday night (top). Shawn Kidder and others console
See Beck, Page 2
Philip Lehman after the election (above).

Debate t e a m sets, ties records
By AMY J. SAWYER
Copy Editor

The Softball team lost six of eight contests against such
teams as George Mason University and UNC Greensboro.
This drops their record to 19-23 overal and 1-13 in the conference. However, the team swept North Carolina A&T.
Page 11.

Lynchburg, Va.

VICTORIOUS
Beck sweeps election by landslide

YQ

THE MOUTH: The Liberty Champion's Person
on the Street asks, "What class (not currently offered at LU)
would you be most interested in taking?" Page 9.
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Two varsity debate teams made the
school record book last weekend at the
National Debate Tournament, the pinnacle of the debate season, held at West
Georgia College in Carrollton, Ga
Debate Coach Brett O'Donnell
attributed the team's success, in part to
the team's continual success throughout the season. "We were in the upper
echelon of the tournament going in;
that's why I thought we had such a
good chance," he said. "Liberty has
had solid varsity teams in the past but
never the caliber that we have now.
Freshman Bill Lawrence and junior
Layla Hinton cleared the elimination

rounds, a first for any Liberty debate
team, finishing with five wins and
three losses, O'Donnell said.
"They were matched against
Northwestern University. The debate
lasted for an hour and a half, which is
what all debates last for. The judges
took nearly that same amount of time to
make their decision, and it was a split
decision, 3-2," he said.
"We were very happy just to be in
that elimination round simply
because we've never been in 'elims'
before at the national tournament"
he said.
"Bui many people wought that we
had actually won that debate — even
the coach from Northwestern thought
we had won that debate, so I thought

that was kind of neat" O'Donnell said.
The second team, seniors Adam
Milam and Abe Pafford, broke even
during the preliminary rounds, finishing
with four wins and four losses. They are
only the second LU team to accomplish
that feat
Having both teams qualify for the
tournament was an accomplishment in
itself, O'Donnell said. The NDT is a
tournament in which only the very best
varsity debaters compete.
To qualify for the tournament teams
need at least a 50 percent win-loss
record. In addition, qualifying tournaments are held in each of the nine
regions. Liberty has only qualified five
times before this year, first in 1989.
"I'm sure it's hard for people around

here to conceptualize just how humongous this achievement is because
Liberty hasn't had debate that long,"
the coach said.
"In the tradition of (debate), this is
equivalent to making it to the World
Series; this is very, very huge for our
program.
"It garnishes an incredible amount of
recognition for the kids amongst the
debate community because there are literally thousands of teams that compete
in debate and to be in the top 24 of those
teams is pretty elite," O'Donnell said.
The final rankings for the NDT,
which are based on the performance of
the novice, junior varsity and varsity
teams, will be released within the next
two weeks, O'Donnell said.

Hine earns VP
of development
"It's a lot for one person, but
one person can do it" Hine
said. "You prioritize greatly
The dean of student develop- with so much to do."
ment position has been upgradNo matter what the title is,
ed in the administrative hierar- the job entails serving students.
chy. Last week, it became the "I would say, in my estimation,
associate vice president of stu- the position should represent
dent activities.
the needs of the student to the
"It will be very similar in president's office. It should
function,"
also convey the standards and
Mark Hine,
policies of the institution to the
who holds
student" he explained.
the position,
"I see this office as an office
said.
"In
that serves die university."
many schools
Hine said one way he serves
the chief stustudents is by fostering better
dent affairs
communication. For example,
officer
is Mark Hine
Hine recently began meeting
named a vice president. That with students to get ideas for
makes it commiserate with improving die university.
other departments on campus."
"I just let the students talk to
Hine reports directly to Pres- me about Liberty," he said. "I
ident A. Bene Guiltermin, and ask for suggestions of how we
lias under him several departSee Hine, Page 2
ments, such as student life.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
News Editor

BURNER OUT—The stwteftts in thte room lost all of S!m\t po^wssitoos in the blnae.

School aids fire victims

4V
jrning& are getting b»ck to money was given w each of the
By ANDREW LYONS *hd
normal
with work and school," girls by the admhilstratiou last
SARAH K. POLL A K

With the help of deans and
fellow students, four students
have begun the difficult task
of getting on with life after, a
candle ignited a bedspread and
matjtress to liorm 21 Tuesday,

fire victim Carne Pleasant ssad.
FreshmanRachel Ponofrio,
whose candle inadvertently
started the fwe, said> *l am trying to focus c« school now
because we only have four
weeks left"
An undisclosed amount of

Tuesday. The WW??* which
came from the school'sbenevolence fund, is collected from
student discipltttaiy rlnes.
Students have also eojtr.
uribuied, "People have given
See fittf Page 2
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administration but also the students."
How the two defeated candidates
will be involved in implementing
these changes is uncertain.
Continued from Page One
"As of right now, I'm not sure,"
Lehman said when asked what his
"They had forgotten to take some involvement was going to be next
posters down from a certain area so year. "I don't know. We'll see. I just
they were fined the minimum for ... right now, there's decisions I
what they had done."
need to make."
Williams said he probably will
Beck said the overwhelming win
shows that the student body supports not even be here for all of the new
the plans he will be bringing to the administration. "I will be here for
administration. "I will come to the probably one semester next year,"
administration not saying that, Hey, he explained. "I think I'm going to
they voted for me,'" the new presi- be doing LUSLLL courses to try to
dent said. "They didn't vote for me; finish up a little bit early.
"This was my way of saying
they voted for what they wanted to
'God, what do you want me to do?
see done. They voted for change.
"There's overwhelming student Do you want me to stay in school
opinion that they want to see things for a little while longer or do you
done — some small painless changes want me to go straight into min— that will benefit not only the istry?' And I knew that if I lost, it

Beck

was time to go into ministry."
Beck said he will work on getting
the administration to go along with
plans he presented in his platform.
"I'm going to go to each of the
different offices and explain that
I'm here to work with you," he said.
"I'm here to get some stuff for the
students."
Craig Long and Cody Martin
moved into the positions of executive
vice president and vice president of
student services, respectively. Both
of theseraceswere uncontested.
Long received 1,081 votes;
Martin got 1,114.
"The big thing is revamping
Senate," said Long, who will be
responsible for running this body.
"I've already started talking to the
different people who are involved
in Senate already, who seem to be
very competent people."

Hine
Continued from Page One
»m
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Work Day on Thursday,
April 27. Businesses and organizations around the area will be

;

Ambassadorial

Sdnotorsihip* — AppticatJoas for
these scholarships, which arc
to further ioternatlona)
are now available
from the Rotary Club. More information w available at 385-6200.

participating in the project For

more information, contact the
YMCA at 847-7751.
• Poetry

• L a * Night Activities —
Friday, April 14. features skating
and putt-putt. Tickets for skating
at the doot of
for Pun-Pun can
at the door. $2
golfi Si buys
eight game tokens and $-2 boys a
ftve-roioute go-cart ride.

Contest

—

The

National Library of Poetry has
aniKHinced that $24,000 in prizes
will be awarded this year to more
than 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest
contest is open to
suu is free. The contest
April 1 and continues ali year.
For more information, contact the
Library at P.O. Bos 704-1093,
Owlngs Mills. Md. 21117 or call
(410)356-2000.

» Events of Note — The Concert
Choir, directed by John Hugo,
will perform at the Pate Chapel at
7:30 p.m. on Thursday. April 13.
Also, Stephen Carr will direct the
Brass Ensembles at 7:?0 p.m. on
April 18. and Jennifer Roberts
will give her senior reural at 8
p.m. April 17. AH performances
will be heW in me l'ate Chapel.

• International Food Festival
— Tickets for this annual event
featuring exotic foods and a foreign fashion show must be purchased in advance at the
Minority and International
Student Affairs Office. The festival will be held at 3 p.m. \pnl
15 in the Multi -Purpose

« Easter Service— Holy Land,

• Summer

USA wiU be holding its annual
stmrise Easter service at 7 a.m.
Sunday. April 16. There will also
be an afternoon service starting at
2:30. For more information, call
586-2823.

Evangelical Baptist Center wilt
be recruiting summer help on
campus April 21. The Center
will have a table set up in lite
DeMoss atrium.

Building.

• Virginians and Their Books

— The exhibition "Ex Libris:
Virginians and Their Books" is
being hosted by tbe Virginia
Historical Society until July 9.
The exhibit wiU examine the
Importance of books and explore
what booksrevealabout the owners' interests and culture.

Camps

—

• "The M<*t Happy Fete" —
This musical wfll be performed
April 20*22 and 27-29 in the
Lloyd Auditorium. Tickets are
$4. and are available at the box
• Convocation Schedule

Q Fri., April 14: Dr. Fa! well:
• Men.; April 17: Dr.

• Wonura at Work — The
YMCA and the Woman's
Resource Center will sponsor

• '.mi

Q Wed. April 19: Rev.
Donald Canny

To pUx urfwtustion in The Ear, drop uotioe off at the Champion office.
DeMoss Hall 113. All information should be in an envelope marked "The Bar,
c/o. Van Gogh, Liberty Champion:' Please whmit information ai least two
weeks in avlvuirce of events;.

Dr. gert Peterson,

can make Liberty University a better
institution. A number of changes are
comingas a result of these."
These changes won't affect the
core nature of the school, what Hine
calls the "distinctives of Liberty."
"I never want to communicate that
the essence of Liberty needs to be
changed. There are certain things at
Liberty University that I feel need to
be in place now and forevermore,"
Hine said. "We have to keep the
essence of who we are. If we lose that,
then we become just another school."
This essence is important to Hine
because of the time he spent at
Liberty as a student
"I've watched the school grow
from infancy to what it is today," he
explained.
Hine is still spending histimeas a
student He is approximately halfway through the coursework for a
D.Min. degree from Liberty's seminary. "I'm able to keep perceptive of

concept garnered some skepticism,
as well. Beck defended himself by
explaining that smaller issues were
"a given"; he focused on his bigger
ideas because they made his platContinued from Page One
form unique.
"The reason why I did stick with
Lehman was particularly targetmy
ideas that were different than
ed, often severely, for his stance on
other
people's was because I feel
perpetuating spiritual revival on
that
the
student body knows that of
campus. Several students suggestcourse,
each of the candidates
ed that spiritual growth be entrusted
wants
to
be
a spiritual leader. We all
to organizations designed for that
have
some
of
the same goals. The
purpose, such as the Campus
ones
I
wrote
down,
I feel, are difPastors' Office, spiritual life direcferent,"
he
said.
tors and resident assistants.
Presidential candidate Jason
Lehman appeared flustered at the
Williams
felt he was somewhat
onslaught of questions directed his
overlooked
during much of the
way. "I did not at all want to feel
debate
because,
he said, his platdefensive," he said, "and I wasn't
form
fell
on
neutral
ground between
trying to do that. I just wanted to
Beck's
and
Lehman's.
answer their questions."
"I was disappointed I wasn't
On the other hand, Beck's "aim
addressed
a little bit more, but I
higher, it's no harder on the gun"
think I knew that coming into the
being a student" he explained.
debate," Williams said. "I don't
This dual perception doesn't only have an absurd platform on the
apply to being both an administrator right or on the left. I feel like I fall
and a student Hine said he sees his right in the middle."
job as having different parts.
Students also drilled the candi"I want to have one foot in each dates, but they were sometimes
camp," he says, referring to the stu- unwilling to listen to answers. "I
dent body and the administration. "I don't know if (students) were willthink this office is a bridge."
ing to hear what was being said,"
Hine started climbing that bridge spectator Shawn Kidder said.
during histimehere as a student
"I think they pretty much had
Hine says he came out of the '60s preconceived ideas before they
and when he came to Liberty he was came in, which is unfortunate
"rough, very rough."
because the purpose of something
"I owe a great debt to God and to like this is to try to break down preLiberty," he said. "That's why I love conceptions and to try to stimulate
this place. I've seen it work."
free thinking."
Hine is now in a position to make
Cody Martin, candidate for vice
it work—and he loves that too. "I'm president of student services, and
enjoying this as much as anything
I've ever done in student development" he said.
He said he can see himself in 10
years "sittingrighthere in this office,
doing what I enjoy doing."
"As long as I'm able to impact the
student body and the administration, I
want to stay here," he said. "I could
easily spend the rest of my life (here).
"I just love this place. I thank God
daily that he allows me to be here."

Debate

Craig Long, candidate for executive vice president each delivered
brief statements at the start of the
debate, after which students asked
questions of the candidates.
Long discussed his plans for
campus "revitalization" and additional safety on campus, but failed
to mention his role in Senate.
Senior Brian Gibbons confronted
Long on that topic. "As the executive vice president, your primary
responsibility is to oversee Senate.
I would question the fact that the
word 'senate' has never appeared in
anything you've ever said in your
campaign," he said.
Long explained that his plans
for Senate include recruiting
"competent people" to pass "competent pieces of legislation,"
which would comprise many of
the ideas on his platform.
Liberty Champion Editor in
Chief Shannon D. Harrington
served as moderator, accompanied
by a panel of four editors: Timothy
Gibbons, 1995-'96 editor in chief;
Andrew Lyons, incoming news editor; Mark Haskew, current opinion
editor; and Michelle Fannin,
incoming opinion editor.
Lyons explained that the debate
helps the student body learn more
about candidates.
"(Candidates) can say all they
want in Chapel; they can promise
everything they want; but when it
comes down to the students
drilling them with questions,
putting them on the spot that's
when the truth comes out, and
that's what we saw tonight."

Now's your
chance to "shoot"
your roommate!

"<
120
During the Thursday hall meeting
f
>
following thefire,Wulzer's mother,
60
who had flown up from Florida,
suggested that the hall have a comJ
munion
and foot washing ceremoContinued from Page One
yf; r T1" [5&\ i i
20
ny, symbolizing forgiveness on
an outpouring of personal belongings everyone's part.
"I saw Rachel sitting there. I
and new belongings," Dean of
Selah needs your help!
went over and told her to take off
Women Joanne Sigmon said.
Here's your opportunity to have the picture you want in this
The victims also have received her shoes and I washed her feet"
year's yearbook. Submit your candids and goofy pics to Selah
money, letters and toiletries from Wulzer said.
in our door slot in TE building anytime with the following
Sigmon said the residents of the
several anonymous sources.
information: Name of students in the picture, what they are
doing, and a box number so we can return these treasures to
"I think it's the greatest thing that dormitory hold no anger against the
you.The deadline for this once in a lifetime offer is April 12th.
has ever happened to me because I four girls.
Thank you and happy hunting!
"From what I understand, everygot to experience an outpouring of
Questions call Selah at ext.2206
Christian love like never before," one (on the hall) has been responfire victim Gretchen Wulzer said. sive," she said. "The bottom line is,
"It's hard for me to accept without accidents happen."
giving back. I can give thank-yous
but it will never express how thankful Ireallyam."
Pleasant said, "I was upset
because I had lost all of my stuff,
Are you proud of your friends?
but that didn't last long. Everybody
has helped out so much."
Well, let them know it!
Though the fire destroyed their
room, the students chose to remain
The MertpCljampion is offering a perfect way to honor your
on the hall.
loved one, friend/roomie with congratulations.
"(The hall) has gotten closer
together and there's a real spirit of
Write a message and we will publish it in the last edition of The
servanthood
and
humility,"
Spiritual Life Director Shelly
Xtbertp Crjampton, May 2.
Treadway said.

Fire

Attention Friends/Roomies of Graduates!

It will be typeset in the box option of your choice. The box sizes and
prices are displayed at The Hibtvtp Champion office,
DM 113 and the ad office, f t 120.

Optometrist

239-6000
Jot your Eyes Only
eye exams c£ contact lens fitting
With: Owing Edelsberg,
O.D.

ALL MESSAGES MUST BE RECEIVED BY APRIL 14!

and Optical World
(Next to 7.0. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

$10 off any exam

fee

Please drop off your payment and message at:

Daily Wear Clear Soft Contact Censes and Exam

The Etfiertp Champion office or Advertising office.
(make checks payable to The liberty Champion)
(credit cards accepted)

All with Student SD

Earn $$$$$ Big
Time!
Serve Part Time!
Tuition cost won't be a
problem when you can earn
over $20,000 part time.
College students earn over
$300 a month for 2 days of
work. If you could use
some extra cash and seeking
a challenge while serving
part time, then call me
Sergeant Tom Phillips
582-5134
Take a C h a n c e on Yourself...

Virginia Army National Guard

r

Oil Change / Lube ^Filter Otter good thru 6*2-85
I FREE Tjre Rotation & Balance or $9.90*
with purchase of a
m
^
"^
r ™ "Exhaust""""!
I
Brakes
I
I 1 (Free Inspection)
Replacement
work
I TUNE - UP
4
II
(Free I n s p e c t i o n )
Brake Special
Computerized
Front wheel drive cars I
I
'Complete OEM
require good solid CV I
$5495*
Diagnostic
Knglue
I
systems available.
joint boots to prevent
I
Tune-Up
Call for prices.
damage to expensive
I
Disc or Drum
I
CV joints.
I Semi
Met. Pads add'l
I
'Lifetime warranty
4Cyl$ 90
95*
$
I
mufflers are also
69
Inspect Rotors
I
24 *
I
available. Call for
I
Resurfacing
Inc.
Free inspection
I
more information.
I
Second Boot,
6Cyl.$3490*
I
Inspect
Hydraulic
(
l
w/coupon exp. 5-2-95
same axle
I
I
System
I
I
$
95*
VA State
8Cyi.$3Q9G*
I
Some foreign cars,
AVA|LABLE
39
I
inspection
UMJUUL*
w/coupon exp. 5-2-95
I
trucks
and
vans
add'l
I
I
I
to Dm ci«lii»*W1. (M yvueum
available
w/coupon
exp.
5-2-95
Make reservations early.
w/coupon exp. t>-z-u&
.
I tw/coupon exp. 5-2-Sb
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General Service and Repair.

More than just our name.

3012 Wards Koad - L\ rich bury 234.0902 (2 Blocks S. ol River Ridge Mall)

s: M l X-(>. Sal. K I
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Senate takes stand; rejects justice, bill
the president, executive vice president and
vice president of student services.
Champion Reporter
Williams said he had nothing against
Motions have been approved quickly by Adams personally, but he felt it should be
the Student Senate this semester. That the new Executive Committee's responsichanged Thursday, when the Student bility to appoint a new justice.
Government Association's Executive
Some senators disagreed.
Committee's nomination of Sen. Les
"Senate should not just give a rubber
Adams as a student court justice was reject- stamp to everyone the Executive Committee
ed as a political manuever.
appoints, but that does not mean they have
The Senate also declined one of two bills to veto everyone either," one senator said.
introduced by Sen. Ericka Holland.
"The Court needs a justice. (Adams) has
The strongest opposition to the appoint- come forth. He is qualified for the job, and
ment of Adams came from Sen. Jay I say we confirm his appointment."
Williams. The senator, wondering why the
In Thursday's session, Senate also disnomination was made at the end of the cussed two bills.
Executive Committee's term, said the
Thefirstbill called for allowing the library
appointment can wait
to remain open during Wednesday evening
"There's a few more days until we church services.
choose the next president," Williams said.
The library is currently closed on
"I don't see why, if we've waited all semes- Wednesday from 7 to 8:15 p.m.
ter, we all of sudden have to appoint someThe bill states, "A person at this point
body to fill this position."
may feel obligated to go to church during
The Executive Committee is made up of Wednesday night so they can study in the
By MICHELE CALLAHAN

library afterwards."
Holland suggested that students who
could not find a classroom to study in may
feel obligated to go to church rather than
wander around DeMoss.
Sen. Todd Metzger disagreed.
"I don't think you should feel obligated to
go to church on Wednesday night, but I don't
think closing the library hampers anybody
from studying," he said. "It's a huge university, and an even bigger Lynchburg, and you
can go anywhere you want to and study.
"I think it's terrible that we're going to
make people work in the library while
church is going on. If they want to go to
church, they should be able to have the freedom to go to church."
Sen. Will Clark had a different opinion.
"I pay good money to go to this school. If
I want to use the library, as the person paying the money, I should have the right to use
the library whenever I need to," Clark said.
Clark also pointed out that some students
may not have transportation to get off cam-

Exhibit
spotlights
other
cultures

Y Q ministers a t King's Dominion
By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

As part of April's Cultural
Awareness Month celebration, the
Minority and International Affairs
office held its annual art exhibit to
recognize various ethic groups on
campus. The exhibit was held in the
DeMoss atrium Thursday, April 6.
The focus of this event is the
same as it has been for other activities scheduled for this month: to
help educate and enlighten the campus about the various cultures present at Liberty University, coordinator Vernita Jones explained.
"At least we can teach Americans
that cultural awareness covers all
photo by Jason Chrtstofl
nations and not just one continent," FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE — A model of a Russian castle
junior Canoline Kiruba said.
was exhibited at the Cultural Awareness art show Thursday.
Students were able to view and
purchase

illustrations,

cards

pus if they need to study.
Metzger offered a solution to the problem.
"We have the Greater Lynchburg Transit
that comes to the university every 15 minutes. Seventy-five cents gets you to the
Lynchburg library if you have to be there
during church," Metzger said.
Metzgar said the hour the library is
closed should not affect a student's studies.
"With a little bit of time management,
one hour on Wednesday doesn't bother you.
If you're so concerned about studying, why
don't you pass a bill to keep it open on
Friday night, or extend the hours on
Saturday, and just do your homework during the weekend?"
The bill was defeated by a narrow margin.
photo by 7.«ck K r o n m b * r j « r
The second bill, also introduced by
DENIED — Sen. Todd Metzgar raisHolland, fared better. This resolution was
es opposition to a library hours bill.
designed to amend the casual dress code to
clothing, Holland said.
include sweat pants.
This bill passed Senate following little
This would enable students who are exerdiscussion;
however, it must be approved by
cising near the cafeteria to stop and eat
the
administration
before it goes into affect.
without going to their room to change

and

exhibit also featured literature such

books that epitomize different as Alex Haley's "Roots," William
countries. Some of the countries Katz's "Proudly Red and Black"
represented were Asia, Jamaica, and a comic book series entitled
Haiti, Guatemala, Russia and 'The Ebony Warriors."
Some students were attracted to
Kenya. The Unity Tribe of Nigeria
the exhibit after seeing a video of the
also had several items on display.
Art items on display included African Children's Choir playing on
ivory elephant figures, jewelry, atelevisionset by the display.
Ethnic Expressions, a mail-order
wooden miniature statues of people
in boats or working, vests from business operated out of the home
India and African masks. The j)f Chantney Payne, returned to be a

part of this event.

The company specializes in
African-American art reproductions, limited edition prints, books,
kinte accessories, comic books,
cards and gifts. Ethnic Expressions
visited Liberty's campus before,
during February's Black History
Month art exhibit.
"I believe that this exhibit is
important because the heritage is so
rich," Payne said.

Many students may think that a
visit to King's Dominion is a time
for fun and play, but when
YouthQuest and several other LU
students visited the park it was an
opportunity for outreach.
The YouthQuest drama and
singing teams held a special
evening rally at King's Dominion
Saturday, April 8, which was geared
toward reaching out to lost youth
and encouraging Christians.
Eric Lovett spoke at the rally,
where he challenged the crowd to
make decisions for Christ.
YouthQuest sponsored a similar
rally at the amusement park last
year.
At that rally, the message was
geared toward winning the lost.
Saturday's message was different,
Mike
Stanziola,
sophomore
YouthQuest member, said.
On Saturday, Lovett challenged
the assembled Christians to become
more souls to Christ
"This event was effective
because of the hearts of the people
who participated. The Lord honors
those who honor His gospel,"
Stanziola said.
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It was not only an opportunity to
share the Christian message, but it
was also a chance for students to
have fun and fellowship.
"The rally moved a lot of people
spiritually and it brought Christ back
into the hearts of people. And it was
a good time for Christian fellowship," freshman Diona Gallow said.
"It was incredible!" Stanziola said.

s

GUYS!
GOING TO SUMMER SCHOOL?
NEED A JOB WHEN YOU'RE DONE?

YMCA Camp Cheerio boys' camp is from July 16 to
August 19, located in Roaring Gap, NC, just 60 miles
north of Boone on the Blue Ridge Parkway.
We are a typical YMCA summer camp, hiring senior
counselors. Your duties include being a role model
for a group of boys as a cabin counselor and teaching
a variety of different activities that interest you during the day. Activities include: Swimming, tennis,
kayaking,

mors evangelistic and to try to lead

backpacking,

rappellinQ/climhii^g,

<ir<sJi^-*y,

riflery, plus 15 others.
For an application and more information, write or call:
Camp Cheerio, PO Box 6258, High Point, NC 27262
(910) 869-0195

V

® Little Caesars'
LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING DINNER!

A. Touch to Last
y

Other team members felt many
hearts were touched at the rally.
"I got an opportunity to see quite
a few people make decisions,"
sophomore YouthQuest member
John Damron said.
Several other Liberty students
went to King's Dominion to support
the rally and YouthQuest and to
take a break from schoolwork.

K.J
choice

113 Brwtcjeton Ct. Lunchbuta,
VA 24502
call o r feat>e m e s s a g e

237-9328
10% off LU s t u d e n t s

Mondays are tough.
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That's w h y w e make
Steak Ni$Hl meemj bi<j savins* on

such a tender offer.

a b i j s ' eQ k- Our tender 14or.
House Sirloin wirn crispy new
potatoes & cruncky onion straws.

LYNCHBURG

When wastad down with o cool,

Timbrook Square
Wards Road

tall glass of your favorite beverage,
it's the perfect meal.

Old Forest Rd
Memorial

239-3333
237-2222

385-6666
528-0808

Delivery Service Available 4pm til doalng. Two dollar service charge on all deliveries.
Five dollar minimum order lor delivery.
• VALUABLE COUPON — — •
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j LARGE CAESAR! FAMILY CHOICE j FAMILY MEAL
DEAL
I
SINGLE
i
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One Medium Plcascr for you
One Medium Pizza with
1 topping for your kids
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$6
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plus tax

(542)
Valid only with coupon. D o t s
not include delivery charge.
Limited time otter

Applebee's
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Large Supreme Pizza
Family Size Salad

$9 ij$10
Valid only with coupon. Does
not include delivery charge.
Limited time otter

??
plus tax

Valid only with coupon. Does
not include delivery charge.
Limited time otter
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LU prof t o host coaching seminar
coaching experience," he said.
"The National Federation of High Schools has
Copy Editor
endorsed the American Sport Education Program as
Students wil a dream of coaching someday will the official coaching education program that coachhave an opportunity to keep up with rising stan- es should have when they're coaching in high
dards in the world of coaching as CATCHs, a school or even the volunteer level," Gibson said.
national organization dedicating to training coachTwenty-six states
es, hosts an educational seminar on campus.
require coaches to
CATCHs — an acronym for Certification and have formal education
Training Coaches of High schools — will and seven states maninclude a national standardized test for coaches date continuing eduand about 20 hours of instruction in the program. cation for coaches,
It will run from 5 to 10 p.m. Friday, April 21, and reports the American
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, April 22. The Sport
Education
$250 cost of the program includes all instruc- Program; this repretional materials and test fees.
sents an increase of
The program is designed to prepare future high more than 100 percent
school coaches for the increasing standards since 1987.
Dr. Dale Gibson
required for these jobs, explained Dr. Dale
'There are 39 states
Gibson, president of CATCHs and director of that highly recommend (the program)," Gibson
Liberty's sports management program.
said.
"CATCHs is an organization certification
"And what we are finding around the country
training of high schools, which goes out into dif- is that many of them are moving toward the manferent areas and we put on seminars. All of the date area, so the writing is on the wall.
members of the CATCHs staff are certified, doc"(The program) is a great opportunity because
toral level, published in their areas and have you can get it because you're already (at Liberty),
By AMY J. SAWYER

photo by i

EATING OUT — Students prepare to "chow down" at the
Courtyard Grill, Marriott's newest non-cafeteria dining experience.

Marriott moves
outside for spring
employee, the idea of the Courtyard
Grill became reality.
Champion Reporter
"Last week, our first week open,
Spring has finally arrived, bring- (the Grill) was real busy, I guess
ing with it a new attraction — because of the nice weather. This
Marriott's Courtyard Grill — week has been slower due to the
enabling students to enjoy picnic cooler temperatures, but hopefully
foods like hot dogs and hamburgers. business will pick up," Will said. "I
Located in the courtyard between think the Grill provides a different
the DeMoss and Fine Arts halls, the change of pace for the students."
Grill is open Monday through
According to Jones, the
Thursday between 11 a.m. and 2 Courtyard Grill is on a trial basis
p.m., serving grilled chicken sand- for theremainderof the semester.
wiches and "jumbo" hot dogs to
Jones said he realizes that there
hungry, hurried students.
may be competition between the
Christopher Jones, who has Grill and Fastbreak, the DeMoss
worked at Marriott for seven snack shop. "But if we continue to
months, conceived the idea of an do well then they will probably relooutside eating service. With the help cate to another convenient area and
of Natalie Will, a nine-year Marriott we'll stay in the courtyard," he said.
By CHANNING SCHNEIDER

'MINDBOGGLE
m
PLAY

as opposed to you get out and you go apply for a
job. If two people go for a job and one has a certificate saying they've been through the ASEP
program, the other one does not, who are you
going to hire? You're going to hire the one who's
been exposed to these different areas," he said.
The CATCHs certification program, which
uses materials designed by ASEP, focuses on five
major topics in the seminar: developing a coaching philosophy, sports psychology, sports pedagogy (teaching sports skills), sport physiology
and sport management.
Following the seminar, coaches must take a
national test and <>eore at least 80 percent "If
they do not get the 80 percent, Human Kinetics
Publishers, the one who provides the materials
for the ASEP program, sends the test back to the
individuals, and they correct their mistakes.
"The idea is for them to get that 80 and pass; the
idea is to pass people, not to fail them, because
they want them to be exposed to the various curricular areas in the program," Gibson said.
Students who wish to register for the CATCHs
coaching seminar may contact Gibson at 5822330 or 582-2887 for more information. The
deadline for registration is Friday, April 14.

Students share gospel Only 5 minutes away
More than 50 students traveled to
"This gives me a passion for lost
the "uttermost parts" of Lynchburg souls. It gives me a burden for
and 5 times better.
on Friday, April 7, as the them," Mark Rexroth said.
Witnessing Group visited the River
Ridge Mall, downtown Lynchburg
and the Camelot Nursing Home.
Last semester the group led about
140 people to the Lord.
Mike Sadzinski, who went on the
April 7 excursion, said the Spirit of
God grabbed him Friday. "I didn't
lead anyone to the Lord but the
Spirit of God totally filled me with
love," he said. "I couldn't have had
a better night"
The number of people receptive
to the gospel encourages the group.

Group leader Mike Sliwinski said
he is concerned for students who let
opportunities to pass by. "It breaks
my heart when people say, 'Lord use
me as a tool to do your work,' and
they sit there and wait when it's right
there all along," he said.
Sliwinski added that it has been
"awesome" seeing God work
through the group this semester. "In
the last four Fridays we had a total of
25 salvations. It's just incredible
what the Lord has done," he said.
—Andrew Lyons
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Take
Note!
Our
townhomes
combine the most
outstanding features with
unbeatable location just minutes from everything! It's so convenient, you'll have more time
for yourself. Choose from 1,2,3 and 4 bedroom
townhomes from $365, just reach for the phone
and call!
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Video Arcade
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River Ridge Mall

Mill Stream Lane • 237-2901

($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 5-31-95 Sun. - Thurs. only

>Q* Treatzza Pizza

Casia Jftlaria &es;taurant
c
JZny Combo dinner for $4.

The lYeat You Eat Like Pizza

The crust is made of fudge and chocolate
crunch. Add lots of Dairy Queen soft serve,
Dairii
and a combination of scrumptious toppings.
Queen
Choose from fourflavors...PeanutButter Fudge,
Strawberry Banana, M&M's Chocolate Candies or
Heath Candy Pieces.
WeTreatYouRi^J
The DQ Treatzza Pizza is the only pizza that
tastes better cold.

Sunday • Thursday Only
after 5 pm

Lunch Specials

#1-421

$3.00 bifort 2 pm
Mon- 'Thurs Only
'Bring in this ad
for discount.
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WATERLICK PLAZA DAIRY QUEEN 237-7030

Introducing Liberty University
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With Every Long Distance Call
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PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

3725 WARDS RDV BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804) 237-1337

Under
$11,000.°°
Plus College
Graduate Program

Spread The Word

Save up to 25% with the lowest
off-peak rates of any nationallyadvertised calling plan. Liberty
University group buying power pays
off for you.

Spread The Word

237-3111

1995 S-SERIES PICKUP

Train young champions for Christ
and provide valuable scholarship
funds with every long distance call.

With Low Rates
At Home

SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
computerized insurance estimating

JAGUA

Spread The Word
To Make a
Difference

Graduates
Get $400
Off From GM

With Low Rates
On The Road

No Cost To Start
Spreading The
Word

The Liberty University Calling Card
gives you savings and convenience
when you are away from home. It's
yours FREE when you join.
There are no sign-up fees or
monthly maintenance charges.
Even the switch-over fee charged
by your local telephone company
will be covered by the program (up
to $5.00.)

Provided and AdminiMied by

TRANS NATIONAL

5 Speed, Air Conditioning
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=BUY NOW!!!!-

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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History major looks beyond borders
By AMY J. SAWYER
Copy Editor

The history department has looked
beyond recent cutbacks as well as looking
beyond the United States* borders in forming a new specialization. That department
has recently added a concentration in international studies.
The new concentration, which will be
implemented in the fall, will not require
new classes or new faculty members.
"We weren't allowed, at this point, to
form any new classes," Dr. William

Alumna
nominated
for award
LU graduate Robynn Jaymes,
music director and assistant program director at Lynchburg's
country radio station WYYD, has
been nominated by trade magazine
Gavin for the national Music
Director of the Year Award.
"I've finally gained the respect
of record labels and the country
music industry," Jaymes said.
The nomination will be voted
upon by 300 people.
"All the record labels of
Nashville and people with (Gavin)
will vote on the nominations,"
Jaymes said.
Jaymes started working with
WYYD 11 years ago, and graduated from Liberty in 1987.
According to Jaymes, working
with LU's C-91 helped train her
for what she was going to experience after she graduated.
The deejay said that hard work
and support of people have
helped. "If radio's your dream,
you have to keep at it. The radio
world is amazing," Jaymes said.
"I've seen many of my dreams
come true."
The award will be voted on May
8, in Burbank, Calif.
— Sarah K. Pollak
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Matheny, who teaches in the history department, said. "This is really just a certain configuration of existing courses."
The new concentration will help students
better prepare for the increasingly global
state of the world, Matheny said.
"Regardless of how you feel about the
United Nations getting stronger or a oneworld government, whatever, the truth of the
matter is it's happening, and you're much
more marketable when you start looking for
a job if you're knowledgeable about what's
going on in other parts of the world," he said.
The international studies specialization

replaces the old foreign affairs concentration of the government major. "It was so
narrow that it didn't attract enough students
and it was dropped. So this is intended to
fill that gap. We've made it broader; we've
made it applicable to more different types
of job opportunities," Matheny explained.
Dr. Cline Hall, chairman of the history
department, said, 'The world is becoming
more global in the sense that our economies
are tied — for example, NAFTA and the
General Trade Agreement. With the
economies of the world tied together, even
though you still have political boundary

lines, there are many job opportunities that
would pertain to this kind of thing."
To prepare themselves for a job in this
area, international studies students will have
to take classes in three major areas: international policy issues/U.S. foreign policy,
third world nations and modern Europe. The
required classes are a cross-section of several majors, including business, economics,
government, history and geography.
Each student must also take 12 hours of
one language. "If you're serious about wanting to get out there and work, you ought to
take a language, really," Matheny said.

"The language skills are much sought after
out there," he said.
Plans for the international studies program have been in the works for about three
years, Hall said. "Dr. Harry Caltigerone,
who was in the government department and
then taught in our department three or four
years, actually is sort of the father of this
program. He's the one that really put the
thing together," he said.
There will be an informational meeting
on Thursday, April 20, at 7 p.m. in TE 100
for students interested in the international
studies program, Hall said.
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LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
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Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an on going basis,
REWARDS UP T O $1000
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University
All calls are confidential.
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just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
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other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.
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the hungry and homeless families
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WORLD
Computers save disabled man BRIEFS:
By EVAN RAMSTAD
Washington Times

HRJLSBORO, Ore. — They look
out from a body that can't move.
They see and understand the most
complex device ever produced — the
microprocessor, brain of computers.
And they keep Mike Ward productive nine years after he developed
amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis,
known as Lou Gehrig's disease.
Ward is able to work four days a
week as a physicist and engineer at
Intel Corp., the largest maker of
computer chips, because his computer has a camera that follows bis
eyes, which "type" by looking at
letters on the screen.
When he finishes a sentence and
looks at "enter," a voice synthesizer

speaks the words he formed. This is
how he carries on a conversation.
Ward's eyes also enable him to
use regular computer software, such
as a word processor and e-mail,
keeping him in touch with colleagues and other disabled computer users around the world.
Ward, a 49-year-old father of two,
is probably one of the most disabled
people at work in the nation today.
He cannot talk or eat. An artificial
ventilator helps him breathe.
It is sweet irony that he remains
active because of innovation in high
technology, including, in part, his
own work. But it hasn't been easy.
"In general, I have had to find this
equipment on my own," Ward said
in an interview in which he spoke
through his computer. "I searched

and experimented to find what
worked. I have pushed people to
develop what I need."
He is like tens of thousands of
people with disabilities who are
assisted by personal computers.
They form a market that's become
so large a few computer companies,
such as IBM and Digital
Equipment, have developers and
marketers devoted to it.
Ward stands out, though, because
of his own contribution to keeping
personal computers on an evercheaper and more powerful path. He
was the key creator of a technique
that has saved time and tens of millions of dollars for Intel and other
companies.
Known as ion milling, it can be
thought of as microsurgery in which

the scalpel is a beam of ions and the
patient is a circuit one-hundredth
the width of a human hair.
The process is used while testing
a chip design and allows a manufacturer to remove or change a circuit
that is believed to be defective without redoing the entire chip.
Previously, to be sure that a circuit was responsible for a defect, a
new chip had to be made with
everything the same except the circuit. That took weeks, cost a lot and,
with new generations of chips
advancing into the millions of circuits, became impractical.
"This technique that Mike has
developed has paid off handsomely," said Casey Bennett, who works
with Ward in failure analysis and
lab design at Intel.

Clerk holds life and death in hands
weighing an appeal, including
Texas, where executions are set for
Washington Times
12:01 a.m. and must be completed
by dawn.
Cynthia Rapp works nights on the
Supreme Court deathwatch before
"They figure it's five or six hours
every execution.
to sunrise," Rapp said.
When the open-phone rings during
The "death clerk" leaves no room
a death-row countdown, it is Rapp
for officials to fudge when she calls
calling on a matter of life or death.
with a stay.
Paperwork follows, but the 33"I would know. If we issued a
year-old former Army lawyer tells
stay and I knew I executed a stay,
state officials when they may execute
and they went ahead and executed a
a criminal and when they may not
person, I would say so," Rapp said.
"This is the most unusual lawyer's
Part of her job is to track execution
job in the country," says the woman
dates, and she has become uncanny
who processes final appeals for
at knowing which states mean it
every killer executed in America and
"The justices get that list They
for most who are spared.
know any night an execution is
There have been 90 executions
set," Rapp said. Each justice desigsince she became the first full-time
nates a law clerk to stay in chamdeath clerk in October 1993.
bers and keep them in contact
Sometimes it's a close call, as on
Any Supreme Court justice may
Jan. 12, when mentally retarded
stay a death warrant, but when
killer Roosevelt Pollard's Supreme
there's a midnight appointment, the
Court stay reached Missouri offifull court gears up to vote.
cials at 12:24 a.m. for a scheduled
In the 1993-94 term, justices
12:01 ajn. execution.
granted 18 of the 79 last-minute
"The justices voted for Pollard's
stay requests. This term, 13 of 50
stay literally after the last moment,"
have been granted.
said Rapp, assistant clerk.
Because assembling the files and
"It's still a mystery to me why he
tallying those votes is her job, Rapp
hadn't been executed by then,"
keeps her capital-punishment views
Pollard's attorney, Cheryl A.
private.
Rafert of the Missouri Resource
"I'm not so sure I want to go on
Center, said of her first desperation
record on what I feel about the
stay, "I was so surprised people
death penalty. Because I represent
stayed there so late. I was really
the court, I shouldn't say I think it's
impressed people were around to
great or it's not" she said.
facilitate a reprieve at that hour."
She's lost count of nights when
Although it is not required, many
sleep was only a dream.
states hold off if the high court is
"If I get home after midnight on
By FRANK J. MURRAY

Hospital banned from
surgery due to mishaps
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — A hospital
where one patient had the wrong
foot amputated and another died
after being mistakenly removed
from a ventilator was ordered to
bait all elective surgery until it fixes
problems that have "jeopardized
patient safety."
The Agency for Health Care
Administration imposed the moratorium beginning midnight Friday and
lasting until all medical and surgical
staff at University Community
Hospital have been trained in new
procedures to avoid future mistakes.
That includes all 326 surgeons
who practice at the hospital.
"The pattern of failure to adhere
to safe medical and surgical practices has jeopardized patient safety,"
agency Director Doug Cook said in
a letter to the hospital.
The ban does not affect such services as emergency room care.
Hospital President Norm Stein
said his staff is trying to comply
with the ban without seriously disrupting
scheduled
surgeries.
Normally, he said, the hospital performs more than 60 surgical procedures a day during the week, and
between eight and 10 over the
weekend.
'This action will help rebuild
public confidence and assure the
state that patient safety and operating procedures are in compliance,"
Stein said.
The state action comes on the
heels of the federal Health Care
Financing Administration's declaration of an "immediate and serious"
threat to patient safely at the hospital.
The federal agency gave the hospital until April 20 to fix procedural
problems or lose Medicare and

Medicaid funding, which accounts
for $52 million a year, nearly a third
of the hospital's business.
Among the problems noted in
Friday's state order were the failure
of surgeons to verify the correct
patient and procedure prior to
surgery, failure to confirm and document patient consent and failure to
delegate tasks to qualified staffers.
The hospital's corrective plan
submitted to federal officials
includes reducing the number of
surgeries performed at the hospital
by 25 percent, hiring an operating
room safety nurse and monitoring
the operating rooms to "maintain
the surgery schedule at a safe level."
A state investigative report
released Thursday said a series of
preventable mistakes led doctors to
amputate the wrong foot on Willie
King on Feb. 20 and an unsupervised technician to mistakenly
remove Leo Alfonso from a ventilator on March 3.
The report found supervision was
so lax, coordination between departments so poor and communication
so shoddy that repeated mistakes
weren't caught quickly.
Hours before King's amputation,
a nurse noticed the wrong surgery
was planned but failed to correct the
mistake on an operating room
chalkboard.
The doctor didn't examine the
patient before surgery, and the operating room staff ignored safety measures that also could have caught the
error, the report said.
In the case of Alfonso, the technician who took him off the ventilator
had been on the job only an hour
alter a six-week maternity leave and
wasn't backed up by a nurse.

an execution night, I'm pretty
wired. I do think about the death
and the crime involved. It takes a lot
more of a toll on you than you realize at the time," she said.
She avoids visiting death row to
keep from matching faces to names
on her desk.
"I think it would make it too
close. It makes it harder when you
see them," she said after watching a
death-row documentary.
The "death clerk" phrase, which
is not used officially at the court,
was coined by novelist John
Grisbam in his best seller "The
Chamber." That was fiction, after
all, and he admittedly didn't know
the clerk is a woman or that she is
equipped with tamper-proof communications and arrangements to
secure her safety and privacy when
death is pending.
Rapp's high-tech fax machine —
which makes multiple copies of
incoming cases and collates them

into sets — is programmed to autodial appeals courts and attorneys
general in most big death-penalty
states — Alabama, Florida,
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Missouri,
Texas, Virginia and South Carolina.
"There's no junk faxes on this
one," Rapp said.
The machine has an automatic
"uninterruptible power source" lest
the lights fail. If court phones conk
out that fax, a backup and a phone
kept under her desk can be unKed
by two special direct lines into Bell
Atlantic's network.
A few states use passwords to
verify her calls, but not those she
telephones most. 'Texas, Missouri
and Florida use the death penalty a
lot, and they all know me and know
my voice," she said.
While emotion runs high in death
cases, Rapp's energy and anticipation of legal details are legend
among attorneys for both sides who
praise her equally.

Forest fire in China kills 29
BEIJING (Reuters) — A forest fire whipped by fierce winds killed 29
elementary school children on a hilltop excursion in northern China,
burning many beyond recognition, local officials said.
Distressed parents hoped to complete the horrid task of identifying the
charred victims, most of them sole offspring born under China's strict
one-couple, one-child family-planning policy, by the end of Sunday, a
local official said by telephone.
The fire was the deadliest since 323 persons, including 288 children,
were killed in a movie theater blaze in an oil town in Xinjiang province
in the west in January. That fire was the worst in China in 15 years.
The children died Thursday when fire broke out on Hongqing
Mountain in Huairen county in Shanxi province, 170 miles west of
Beijing, the official of the Xiaoyu Coal Mine office said.

Americans overwhelmingly
prefer flat tax, poll reveals
NEW YORK — Americans by 2-to-l favor a flat tax rate over the current income tax system, and the majority of Americans prefer that savings from federal budget cuts be used mainly to reduce the deficit,
according to a Newsweek poll released.
The poll said 32 percent of Americans favored a 20 percent flat tax with
deductions only for home mortgages and charitable contributions, and 29
percent supported a flat rate of 17 percent with no deductions.
The figures total 61 percent, compared with the 27 percent who support
the current tax system of 15 percent to 39 percent rates. Twelve percent
of the 753 adults surveyed did not know which of three systems offered
in the poll they preferred.
Meanwhile, 53 percent of respondents said savings from federal budget
cuts should be used mainly to reduce the deficit, while six percent supported tax breaks for those earning up to $200,000.
Twenty-one percent supported tax breaks for people with incomes up to
$95,000, reported the poll.
The poll has a margin of error of four percentage points.

Clinton supports free press
President Clinton added his signature Friday to a hemispheric document affirming a free press as an inalienable right of society.
Clinton told a meeting of the American Society of Newspaper Editors
in Dallas that, just before leaving Washington, he had signed the Charter
of Endorsement for the Declaration of Chapultepec.
The Declaration of Chapultepec is named for the castle in Mexico City
where some 100 journalists, jurists and literary figures signed the 10point document in March 1994.
Also called the Hemispheric Declaration on Free Expression, the document defends journalists against attacks or intimidation and says a free
press is not the "concession" of any authorities to the people.

Duke violates campaign law
Carter to be included
in inner city rebuilding
Former President Jimmy Carter
— fresh from free-lance diplomacy
in ticklish situations in Haiti,
Bosnia and other hot spots — is
also no stranger to efforts to rebuild
America's inner cities. His involvement is envisioned in a proposal
from the speaker's favorite think
tank, the Progress and Freedom
Foundation. A copy of the draft
report was obtained by The
Washington Times.
The proposal for a bipartisan
"National City Project" also
includes major roles for former
Housing Secretary Jack Kemp,
Carter's Habitat for Humanity
home-building program, leading
reform-minded mayors and local
and national businesses.
The plan also makes D.C. Mayor
Marion Barry and key congressional leaders part of the team in a quest
for better schools, safer neighborhoods, better housing and increased
prosperity in the city.
The draft proposal was distributed last week during a briefing in
the House speaker's office for
members of a working group organized by Gingrich for the second
phase of his plan to "transform" the
District, as he calls it
"Washington is on a burning
platform," the draft says. "Change
is not an option, it is an imperative."
"Our strong recommendation —
and it's been well received on the
Hill — is that this be bipartisan,
very diverse in terms of the people
involved, and be a true effort to
bring people together," said Jane
Fortson, a senior fellow at the
Progress and Freedom Foundation.
"Because this is not only
Congress' problem, it's the nation's
problem," said Fortson, a liberal
Democrat and investment banker
recruited by the conservative think
tank to lead the National City
Project.
Gingrich has said he hopes by
June to introduce legislation for the
city (hat includes enterprise zones
and a school voucher program.
Carter, a Democrat who was governor of Georgia before serving as
president, is named in the think-tank
plan as a national leader who could
be involved in helping Gingrich and
Kemp lead (he dialogue.

But Fortson said the former president has not been contacted yet and
stressed that the still-preliminary
plans will be firmed up this month.
The former president has become
a high-profile volunteer with the
nonprofit Habitat for Humanity.
The organization, which builds
houses for low-income families,
requires prospective homeowners
to devote 500 hours to helping build
their own homes.
Three years ago, Carter founded
the Atlanta Project an urban revitalization program that uses volunteers
of all ages to improve housing and
other conditions in poverty-stricken
neighborhoods in that city. The project, Carter's major domestic initiative as ex-president, is meant to
serve as a model for other cities.
A spokeswoman for Carter did
not return calls for comment But a
source in Carter's office said the
Atlanta Project in January founded
a spinoff "America Project," whose
purpose is to share information and
ideas about its experiences in
Atlanta with other cities.
The America Project could be the
vehicle through which Carter might
participate in the discussion about
the District the source said.
Recently, the former president
has gained attention for his globetrotting diplomacy, during which he
helped settle or broker a peace
agreement in Haiti, a nuclear
weapons accord in North Korea and
a temporary cease-fire in Bosnia.
The think-tank proposal issues a
call to "mobilize the resources of
the nation to assist the citizens of
Washington, D.C, in making their
city a safe, prosperous place to live
and raise children and to create a
national capital all Americans can
be proud of."
To help create a model city, the
foundation would hold a series of
town-hall-style meetings this summer. The meetings, to be chaired by
Gingrich, Kemp and oilier national
leaders, would be convened by
Barry, D.C. Delegate Eleanor
Holmes Norton and other officials.
The proposal calls for unusual
and aggressive cooperation among
Democrats, Republicans, liberals,
conservatives, businesses, nonprofit
organizations and Congress.

BATON ROUGE, La. — Former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke violated state campaign reporting laws for fund-raising tactics during his
1991 run for governor, a state appellate court has ruled.
Duke was ordered Friday to pay a $1,111 fine, and his campaign treasurer, Paul Allen, was fined $1,711 for Duke's practice of raising cash
by passing buckets at campaign rallies and not issuing receipts.
State law requires political candidates to issue receipts for cash contributions and keep records identifying contributors and the amounts they
give.
Duke made headlines by declaring himself a Republican and winning
a seat in the state's House in an all-white district He edged former Gov.
Buddy Roemer out of a runoff with Gov. Edwin Edwards four years ago,
but was defeated in the general election.

Court stalls 'motor voter' law
CHICAGO — A federal appeals court has put a hold on enforcement
of the national "motor voter" registration law, staying a judge's order
that Illinois must comply.
The 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals blocked enforcement of the
order Friday. A clerk said the court issued the stay because it is considering an appeal filed by Gov. Jim Edgar's administration.
The Justice Department is trying to force five states to go along with
the law that is supposed to make voter registration easier.
Last month, a federal judge ordered Pennsylvania to comply. Judges
have ruled against California, and a case is pending in South Carolina.
The government has not yet sued the fifth state, Michigan.
The law, passed by Congress two years ago over Republican opposition, requires states to allow residents to register to vote when they apply
for drivers' licenses.

Baseball business bounces back
There is joy in Mudville Inc.
The end of major-league baseball's players strike is bringing smiles to
executives at companies as diverse as sports collectibles maker Score
Board Inc. and brewing titan Anheuser-Busch Cos.
The return of the big leaguers means big business for the companies
that own the teams, broadcast their games and create trading cards with
their pictures. And it relieves those who feed and pitch other goods to the
fans.
But some companies fear baseball may never be the same after a gru
eling seven-month strike, which included the first World Series to be canceled in 90 years.
"Everyone's going to have to wait and see how much damage this
strike really did to baseball," said Gib Ford, chairman and chief executive
of athletic shoe maker Converse Inc.
In addition to attendance and TV revenue, Toronto Blue Jays owner
John Labatl Ltd. can return to promoting its best-selling Labatt Blue beer
through team sponsorships.

Columbia uses ads to catch cartel
BOGOTA, Colombia — The Colombian government has renewed a
campaign to capture Cali cocaine cartel leaders using newspaper adver
tisements, press reports said Thursday.
The ads, placed Thursday, list telephone numbers to call and offer
rewards of up to $1.3 million for information on the whereabouts of Cali
leaders, said the Cali newspaper El Pais.
Names are not mentioned, but El Pais said the main suspects sought
are brothers Miguel and Gilberto Rodriguez Orejuela, the reputed Cali
cartel chiefs, and other group leaders.
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Christians should be vigilant
while celebrating Easter
Christian holidays can he a wonderful explosion of Christ's birth,
death and t^dfrecdon. Yet, to many Americans, the approach of a holiday season is usually symboliasd by commercialiisfD and candy. It now
seems that man-made personas have taken precedence over the person
whom we celebrate. While this especially applies to Christmas, Easter
is gaining this dubious status as well.
Dr. Gary Habermas, LU professor of apologetics and philosophy,
has written six books on the death and resurrection of Christ. In one of
them he states, "Easter does not get as much publicity because, although
it is commercialized, gifts are not usually given to the same extent
as they would be at Christmas/ The holiday lags behind in
notoriety.
"We don't have to compare what is more important between the
birth or resurrection of Christ, but Paul essentially defined the gospel asbeing the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ in I Corinthians
15:3,4," he continued.
Easter certainly deserves preserving. But inevitably, when waking
up on Easter morning childrentook.forwardto seeing what treats were
left by the generous Easter Bunny. Their expectant eyes are greeted by
bright straw baskets, chocolate rabbits and multi-colored eggs. Though
to the eyes of a child, such a holiday seems like heaven, neglecting the
importance of Christ's resurrection is wrong.
All this commercial bombardment influences children to regard
such meaningful holidays in a merely materialistic light, and takes their
attention away from the true meaning of the season ~~ Jesus Christ The
gradual degradation of Christian holidays is a sad commentary on
our society.
However, many Christian families can be blamed for participating wholeheartedly in the holiday tt^apprngs without emphasizing
the real reasons for the holiday, leaving that job for the Sunday,
schoolteachers.
i
Easter season. Though the outside world may need candy and bunnies to make it meaningful, we possess lis true meaning inside our;
hearts and lives.
So this Easter Sunday, don't buy into the commercialism. Instead,
imagine a cool, quiet dawn and Jesus coming out of the tomb to claim
his victory in heaven. As I Corinthians 15:14-17 says, *V....if Christ
had not been raised, our faith is vain."

Only endurance calms fever
Spring: the time when life returns to the world, Flowers blossom, the
sun feels warm again and students begin to absolutely detest completing
schoolwork. Yes, it's the dme of year when schooiwork and projects
pick up their pace at precisely.-thetime when students fee! least likely
to do them (and, we dare say, when professors feel least likely to
grade them).
Just like any disease, spring fever debilitates performance. Students'
willpower is drained within minutes of waking. And even though the
\ weather begins to turn nice, spring fever victims cannot enjoy it. They
must suffer indoors.
The Liberty Champion editorial board isn' t standing above the students, handing out diagnoses and grim prognoses. No, we arerightthere
in the ward with them, wondering why we didn't save our skip days.
In fact, there is only one prescription for its cure. It's called "sticking it out." It is made up of 1/2 endurance 1/2 concentration and 1/2
keeping that GPA in mind. Yes, it's a hard pill to swallow, but it only
needs to be taken for one more month.
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D'Amato's
words were
out of place
I

f there is one thing the members of the
104th Congress has learned, it's to
watch what they say. Dick Armey learned it
first after die Barney Fag incident. Next,
Newt Gingrich learned what to keep to
himself (even from family) when Connie
Chung quoted his mother on Newty's feelings for thefirstlady.
These examples
excellent
example not only
of accountability
for your words,
intentional or not,
but also of poor
journalistic integrity when the incidents
are
overblown
by .
the media.
SHANNON D.
What happened HARRINGTON
last Tuesday morn- • ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ • B
ing on the Don Imus in the Morning Show
was simply a poor example of leadership.
Senator Alfonse D'Amato certainly had
his opinion about the media attention over
the O.J. Simpson case. He also made his
opinion a personal attack by singling out
Judge Lance Ito, calling him pompous. But
the senator from New York made a
mockery of his integrity when he blatandy
stereotyped
the
Japanese-American
judge, using an Asian accent to imitate him
(which is false representation considering
Ito speaks English with virtually no aceing on the opinion pages for the past not be told the total truth from any cent whatsoever).
three years, I've read countless one source.
When D'Amato wouldn't shut up, Imus,
columns, professional opinion pieces, press
Secondly, readers must question where the syndicated talk show host known for
releases and die occasional book. My box, statistics come from and who an "expert" taking cheap shots, cautioned the senator.
where all my mail is placed, is usually over- is. The strength of persuasive writing usual- Imus told D'Amato he should stop before
flowing with newsletters and other "opin- ly comes from die use of stats and expert he made the front page of die New York
ion" items addressed to editors long gone.
quotes; it is a stab at objectivity. However, Daily News again.
And if there is one thing that I have not all studies are created equal.
"If you're a United States senator, you
learned through all this, it's to be
An example of this is the can't be (insulting) a judge, doing Benihana
careful while I'm reading and to
widely reported statistic that 10 jokes," Imus responded to D' Amato.
discern what is reliable and what
When Don Imus cautions someone for
percent of Americans are homois only propaganda. So, here are a
sexual. A closer look shows that their derogatory remarks, then something is
few of the things I have learned
that stat came from a study of definitely wrong.
about critically reading any kind
convicts, a populace with a disSadly, the senator used his time on talk
of information piece.
proportionate tendency toward radio to put himself on a soapbox. Maybe
First, a reader should very rarely
homosexuality. Later studies he was only trying to be funny as many
assume one side of an argument is
found that, at most, three per- guests on the Imus show do. But, nonetheMARK
telling the whole truth.
cent of the general population less, with hisremarks,he made a mockery
of his leadership position, stooping to the
HASKEW
is gay.
In the old days, writers theoretiSome studies are sponsored level of a heckler.
cally made attempts to come to ^ ^ * * ^ ^ ^ ™
What D'Amato did is something that a
objective conclusions. Hopefully for them, by a particular organization. These have to
their argument would rest on the right side be viewed with a certain amount of suspi- leader should not do. He made fun of someof the truth. Today, objective accounts have cion as well, because you have to think they one at that person's expense, which should
be a faux pas for anyone.
been pushed aside by newsletters and press were designed to elicit a certain response.
releases far more concerned with marketing
Many statements picked up by the media
Also, sometimes an expert's credentials
their own point of view than presenting a need to be checked. If you have never heard are sometimes overblown. Dick Armey had
complete view of an issue.
of a person, you are under no obligation to a mere slip of the tongue. Newt Gingrich
surely would have not been as blunt about
Finding out both sides of an issue is very take their words as gospel.
Third, a reader must realize who has a his thoughts of Hillary Clinton as his mothmuch like trying to compare two cars by
talking to die opposing salesmen. One will vested interest in one side of an issue. If one er was. But, making unsolicited remarks
tell you everything good about his automo- side of a controversy stands to lose money such as D'Amato did is unexcusable.
bile and point out the problems with his if they lose their argument, that side is not
But this is not the first time the senator
compedtor's product. The other will do the likely to divulge any damaging informa- has been in the limelight for trying to be
tion. Again, that type of article or newslet- funny. During a visit on Howard Stern's
reverse.
talk show, D'Amato broke into die world of
The buyer, suspended in the middle, must ter screams for some sort of verification.
comedy
trying to imitate sex expert Ruth
Finally, a reader must "why the why."
decide which car is better by nodng which
criticisms are not refuted and which praises Subde reasons often are the engine of out- Westheimer's Austrian accent.
ward actions. A reader must not only ask
are notrebuttedby the competitor.
Using your platform toridiculesomeone,
Occasionally, an article does come along why X was written, but why writer A under- through whatever medium it may be, may
be expected of irreverant talk show hosts
that proves its point in a well-balanced took that topic in diefirstplace.
manner. Also, some items are expressly
I'm certain this sounds more cynical than such as Stern, Imus or others. But when
designed as a rebuttal to a more well-known it should. But the truth is, marketing has a prominent leader of our country stoops
argument. The majority, though, fail to be commandeered the forum for argumenta- to die same level, then that leader has
even-handed and force readers to read tion. Readers must understand this before jeopardized his credibility and, most of
all, integrity.
between die lines. Readers should expect to they fall for some half-truth.

Readers face challenge
when looking for truth
B

Modern racism resembles paranoia;
hypersensitivity results in division
I

t's a tired old problem and it won't go
away. There's something about die
word "racism" that still causes it to sting
on contact even in these "sophisticated"
Liberty Champion Policies '90s, nearly a century and a
The Liberty Champion encourages half after die Emancipation
members of the community to submit let- Proclamation. Why can't we
ters to die editor on any subject.
shake this problem?
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
America's civil rights history is
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing a classic case study of a patient
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily rep- recovering from a life-threatening
resent the views of the Champion's editor- illness, only to be dogged by poor
ial board or Liberty University.
treatment. In the '50s, "therapy"
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear was called "segregation," a half- TOM
die endorsement of die author, solely.
hearted attempt that did not allow INKEL
All material submitted becomes the prop- separated peoples to communierty of the Liberty Champion. The cate their attitudes to one another. Racism
Champion reserves the right to accept, became a political term.
reject, or edit any letter received, according
The '60s and '70s heralded "integration."
to the Champion stylebook and taste. The The diagnosis had come back grim, and
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
decisive action had to be taken. Dramatic
Please address all letters to "Editor, die changes in laws and attitudes created
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 inevitable tension, but despite the tensions,
or mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty the major flaws were corrected. The
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA patient's status was upgraded to "fair."
24506-8001.
"Reparation" has been die key word of

the '80s and '90s. This final treatment is a
shift from institutional racism to individual
racism, attacking perceived attitudes and
invisible "blocks to unity." But the treatment has stalled.
Both sides demand payback
for every slight in recent and current events. Affirmative action
has achieved extremely mixed
reviews. Standardized tests such
as die SAT are doctored to reflect
"cultural differences." Cases
such as die Supreme Court's
1994 Adarand Constructors vs.
Pena show a new paranoia over
"reverse discrimination."
"Hate crime" is a common phrase
decades after die fatal weakening of the Ku
Klux Klan. And now the problem seems to
be getting worse. "Skinheads" make the
news regularly, and race riots in L.A. bring
angry faces onto our TVs once more. Why?
What is diis new, subde, unshakable virus?
Modern racism is paranoia. It is hypersensitivity. It is resentment brought on by
being forced to confront an issue our great-

great-grandfathers died to resolve. It is
perjury based on attitudes that ended
decades ago.
For me, racism has been something I read
about in history books along with the
Vietnam War. Yet, charges still fly. I am
told that my attitude is naive. I beg to differ.
Attitude should aim for unity.
February was Black History Month.
Recendy, we have seen Cultural Awareness
Month. These are well-intentioned efforts.
But if they become the focus of such sarcastic attitudes as "People don't attend
because they don't care about minorities"
and "Why don't we have White History
Month?" they are defeating their purpose.
They create "us" and "them." Their
success — now and on a future political
scene — must depend upon a lack of political significance.
We need to stop attacking perceived
thoughts in someone's head and focus on
the fact that every American is just dial —
American — and that there should be no
effort to treat anyone more favorably
because of their ancestors' culture.
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COMMENTARY
Presidents need quality
of economic know-how
By BETSY OOTEN
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Champion Reporter

F

inding a presidential candidate
with just the right blend of
economic know-how and social
values is almost impossible. In the
1996 elections, as always, most
voters will have to compromise
some preference when voting for
a candidate.
In conservative Christian circles,
candidates' stands on social issues
have become all-important, to the
exclusion of their ability to make
sound economic decisions. For
instance, considering the minor
effect presidents have on abortion
law, it is certainly more important
that a president be able to create a
workable budget than it is that he
believe abortion is wrong.
Presidents' decisions have much
more power in the economic realm
than they do in the social realm. No
president has been able to change
Roe v. Wade, which effectively
legalized abortion. Neither has any
president been able to stop the profusion of pornography that litters
America's newsstands.
While presidents have been
largely ineffective on major social
issues, the economic health of the
country is strongly tied to the executive administration. Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's New Deal still
stakes its claim on American wal-

lets. The soldiers who died and the
funds spent in needless military
endeavors are still gone.
The heaps of bureaucratic red
tape resulting from presidents
allowing more and more agencies
are still sucking up Americans'
hard-earned paychecks. The countless programs (a.k.a. government
handouts) signed into law by the
president continue to steal from
the hard-working to give to the
lazy. Reagan's strong economic
policies ushered America through
her most prosperous period in
recent history.
Consider Margaret Thatcher,
Prime Minister of Great Britain during the '80s. Her conservative economic policies have made her country a much stronger and much more
successful nation.
In fact, it is the model for many
countries seeking to implement privatization policies.
Logic follows, then, that some
inconsequential social stances can
be sacrificed for good economic
sense in a presidential candidate.
Choosing a presidential candidate

on the basis of what he believes
about abortion or pornography is
like hiring a plumber because he
supports a particular football team.
This is not to say that social
issues are of no importance.
Particularly if debate on a certain
social issue might be part of the
passage of a new law, then candidates' stance on that issue should be
an important factor in whether or
not to support him.
In issues such as abortion, however, the issues on the federal level
have become access to abortion
clinics, not whether abortion is right
or wrong. The only hope to save
America's unborn children lies in
the hands of the states.
Why then, should economic
progress be sacrificed in order to
place a president who believes
abortion is wrong if he will not be
able to affect the abortion issue?
There is no reason.
The bottom line is that a presidential candidate or any other political candidate need not meet criteria
that is not in his job description.
Neither should Christians fear voting for a man who may not line up
on every issue.
Rather they should have faith in a
sovereign God to bring sinners,
including abortionists and nomographers, to justice and start
supporting presidential candidates
based on what they are able to do.

Economics come and go,
but social issues remain

masses yearning to breathe free."
Haitian refugees cling to the bows
Champion Reporter
of steamships to enter our ports.
Who should this nation elect to
Asian prisoners of conscience beg
sit in the highest elected office in
for help. Russian defectors falsify
the land — a president who is condocuments tofindthe nation where
servative on social issues, or one
the streets are paved with gold.
who is conservative concerning
It is not necessarily our economfiscal ones?
munism) are those same nations ic policies, but our freedoms, our
This nation's influence as an that appear in the international spot- promises of independence, our libeconomic superpower has never light as the unrest of their people erties and the stands we take for
gone unnoticed.
grows. The students' riot in China's humanity that make us who we are.
And while America may often Tiananmen Square, the dissolution
Furthermore, fiscal conservasuffer derision from socialist and of the Soviet Union and the fall of tives prove divisive because the
communist countries that consider the Berlin Wall are perfect exam- party is forced to pick and choose
all and everyone as property of the ples.
its loyalties.
state, our philosophy of free enterWhile these governments may
Sen. Arlen Specter, a Republican
prise has made us strong.
feel their citizens are existing in from Pennsylvania, is a perfect
By the same token, the United the best economic environment example of a liberal wolf in conStates claims the most indepen- possible it is their nations' social servative's clothing. Specter has
dence and social freedoms of any conditions that are the cause of con- billed himself as a "social libertarnation in the world, promising its stant upheaval.
ian" and his activities have caused
citizens an existence free from perChina continues to be an ade- consternation in the party with a
secution and the overreaching hand quate example. Its "one child per platform that includes support of
lar should support such measure.
The Bible says that people should of government
family" policy forces mandatory the right to life and opposition to
look beyond themselves and think
While America is strong in both sterilization on all women who gay rights.
how their actions will potentially arenas, it is the social issues that have more than one child. All citiAs most campaign managers
affect others. Whether or not a per- ultimately make this country what zens are economic equals, but how would probably attest promises of
son believes smoking is wrong, it is. As such, an issues-oriented happy are they?
tax cuts and reduction in congresimmoral and/or a sin is irrelevant conservative is called for.
When England's George III was sional pork spending ultimately
Economic conservatism is not faced with a declaration of indepen- go unheeded.
And, since people have inherited a
sinful nature, many will only con- unique. At some point, most nations dence from 13 upstart colonies, the
The American public will
sider their own wishes. Because of have taken steps to streamline gov- document's provisions were not always discuss money, but will
this, a law should be made to pro- ernment spending, cut federal those of economic security of fiscal only argue about social issues. The
tect the health and lives of those excesses and eliminate cosUy pro- policy, but of social freedom and right to life, censorship, freedom
grams in the name of provision and stiff-armed resistance to an iron- of worship, freedom of speech;
who choose not to smoke.
fisted motherland.
The Constitution of this country a balanced federal budget.
these are what interest Americans .
Ironically enough however, those
So America remains today. Lady
does not guarantee people the
A president that is conright to intentionally put other peo- nations that have taken economic Liberty's base pleads for the servative on social issues is what
ple's lives at risk by their destruc- emphasis to the extreme (i.e., com- "fired," "helpless" and "huddled America needs.
tive behavior.
Many unsaved people have
already endorsed these laws. Where
are the Christian leaders in this
war? Cowering in the comer?
Consumer Reports states, "We
believe nonsmokers have a right to
breathe smoke-free air, and we have
long favored restrictions on where
people may smoke. The medical
evidence makes it imperative to
Lynchburg. His friends, who stayed the car.
impose such limits. In particular, EDITOR:
with him, helped him and cared for
My heartfelt thanks and admirawe support measures to keep smoke
Thumbs up to the young men him on his way home. Once in tion go out to the students and
out of the workplace... because of
and women of the Clearwater Lynchburg, he was hospitalized five staff of Liberty. With their acts of
the risk to the millions of
kindness, love and concern they
Beach Alive and YouthQuest pro- days and nights.
Americans who work there, too."
This letter is to publicly thank covered my son with such an
grams of Liberty. They have my
If Consumer Reports is not
afraid to come out and make this undying gratitude for the many and praise this fine group of young umbrella of care, devotion and
opinion known, what are we ways they helped my son during people and their commitment to prayer. Nothing could penetrate it
themselves, each other and their and my son, though on medication,
his time of need.
afraid of?
On March 10, my son, David, school. From day one, there were has returned to school. Liberty is
accompanied the CBA members to calls of concern along with flowers richer because of students such
as these. My son has chosen
Clearwater Beach, Fla., for the and cards.
On Wednesday, March 22, 80 of his friends and associates extremebeach ministry during Spring
the
members of CBA came to the ly well.
Break. Their task accomplished,
patible. An illustration of this
hospital
to visit David. On
My thanks also go out to the
they were to head back to LU the
would include an unregenerate perThursday,
some of the staff from doctors and nurses in whose care
son who attends a Christian music
morning of March 19.
concert and after spending $12 for
A call from Rev. Corey Joy, Thomas Road Baptist Church and he was placed. Their kindness,
a ticket gets saved. His response youth pastor from Indian Rocks Liberty University came to express devotion to duty and their professionalism should inspire all around
then is, "That was the best $12 I
Baptist Church in Largo, Fla., alert- their concerns.
ever spent!"
Again, on Friday, a caravan was them. (James 5:15, 16; Matthew
ed us to the fact that our son was
set
up to ferry students to the hospi- 25:34-40)
The example might seem a little
very sick and should go to the hostal.
When told David could go home
extreme, but it is exactly what
pital. As he did not want to stay in
that
night, the last of the students
KENNETH WRIGHT
happens. People who do sell
Florida after the others had gone,
helped
us
load
up
and
get
him
to
DAVID WRIGHT
tickets or CDs sell God. While
he insisted onridingthe bus back to
poeple might "get saved" by either
listening to a CD or a concert, it
does not justify the purveying
very important to us. After the
of God.
and staff who graciously assisted.
EDITOR:
results
are
tallied,
the
administraWithout your help, it would have
This is the case because pertion
will
carefully
review
the
been a disaster!
To
the
student
body:
Special
sons are not becoming children of
thanks for your cooperation in findings and look for specific
II Timothy 4:5 tells us to
God through something we are
making Assessment Day a success. ways in which we can implement
"watch. . . and make full proof of
doing right, but because He is
All of the staff that assisted spoke changes.
our ministry." Assessment Day is
always right.
1
anticipate
being
able
to
share
so
favorably
about
how
great
just
one way in which we continue
What then is the recourse?
everyone was as we had numerous manyresultsfrom Assessment Day
to watch and evaluate our work
Perhaps a love offering taken at
tasks to complete. We particularly with the student body prior to the
at Liberty.
concerts or asking churches to fund
want to thank the 2,500 students end of the semester. Some results
Thanks again to die best group
die making of CDs. Whichever
who were in the Reber-Thomas will not be available until the sumof students anywhere.
way the contemporary Christian
Dining Hall for your great attitudes mer, particularly the nationally
music industry goes, it must
normed assessments.
and help.
DR. ELLEN LOWRIE BLACK
remove the incentive to make a
Also, thanks to all the faculty
profit from selling CkxJ.
Your ideas and suggestions are
VICE PRESIDENT
By SARAH PARSHALL

Nation should follow California
by banning restaurant smoking
For the first time in history a

unacceptable for many other
environmental contaminants.
Thousands of people in the U.S.
may be dying or made sick every

restaurant patron can walk into a

year from other people's smoking."

California restaurant and take a
deep breath without risking his or
her health in the process. A new
state law which became active on
Jan. 1 prohibits smoking in all
restaurants.
Although many smokers did not
embrace the new statute with open
arms, many people can only
respond by saying, "It's about
time," and indeed it is.
For a long time now this country's government has allowed its
citizens to be unwillingly exposed
to carcinogenic poisons, blatantly
endangering their rights to life so
as not to offend a group of people
dedicated to certain suicide.
Unfortunately, in the process
these individuals also take others
down with them through the
firestorms of health problems to
join them in their own smoky grave
of lung cancer.
The Jan. 1995, issue of
Consumer Reports states, 'The
lifetime added risk of developing
lung cancer from prolonged exposure to secondhand smoke is
roughly one in 1,000 — 1,000
times greater than the one-in-a-million lifetime cancer risk considered

In fact, according to the Fontana
Herald News, a community newspaper in Southern California, the
California law came after a study
"reported that food servers in
restaurants, as a group, were four
times more likely to die from lung
or heart disease than those in other
career fields."
Specifically, any place of
employment that is enclosed and
homes that function as businesses
are also included when that business functions as a day care center.
OSHA also plans to adopt additional restrictions on smoking in the
workplace so that workers everywhere can breathe a sigh of relief.
The efforts of both OSHA and the
state of California should be
applauded by everyone in this
country who values every
American's right to life. People
who smoke around other people are
denying those people's right to
health. And for those who are
adversely allergic to cigarette
smoke the situation is even worse.
California's law should become
national law so all Americans can
breathe deeply without choking.
What's more, Christians in particu-

By LISA PARYS
Champion Reporter

Liberty Forum

Father thanks CBAers for attention,
friendliness toward hospitalized son

Christian music tainted by profit
By ROSSALLOWAY
Champion Reporter

Minor theological incongruities
aside, there is a major problem
plaguing the Christian music industry. It is in relation to its purpose, or
the lack thereof. Basically, can
profit and ministry coexist without
compromising the latter?
Many principles concerning how
one is to treat the things of God
exist within the Bible.
Unfortunately, not tot) much is
said specifically about making a
profit in regard to the holiness of
His Word or the results of His
workings. So, it is by proxy that
common sense lakes front seat
All proponents of Christian
music cry out in their defense by
saying, "Obviously the purpose of
our music is to minister. Certainly
in light of just a few of the
lyrics, one could not deny such a
blatant reality."
Well, no. If lyrics were the only
tilings needed It) define its purpose,

that might be the case.
Unfortunately, they are not.
One of the many unfortunate
aspects of Christian music, is that
it is in actuality an industry. The
definition of industry is "any
specific branch of production or
manufacture."
Although the definition does not
state the desired ends of industry, it
does imply it This is, of course, a
reference to the ugly troll called
monetary profit.
"Now hold on!" one might say.
"You can't correctly assume that
profit is a bad thing. After all, is not
our economy based on this principle?" This author agrees wholeheartedly. Profit is not a bad thing in
;uid of itself.
However, when one combines
this foundational economic principle with the specifically holy tilings
of God, one runs into a major logical problem.
This is to say that it does not
make sense to "lake money off of
God, for profit and (iod are incom-

Students make Assessment Day success
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AMY
MORRIS

Henceforth,
just call me
Sigourney
A

re you happy with the name your
parents gave you? Does itfityou as
an individual? Does it contribute to your
knowledge that you are unique from any
other person on this planet?
The other two Amy Morris's that also
attend Liberty University might have a
clue as to what I'm getting at here. It's
hard to feel accepted and appreciated
after getting phone calls like this:
(Ring) Me: Hello?
Deep masculine voice: Hello, there. Is
this Amy? Amy Morris? The really hotlooking girl in my GNED class?
Me: Yep, that's me. (Take that smirk off
your face, reader — I am taking GNED!)
Deep masculine voice: I'm just calling to
say that I really enjoyed skating with you
on Friday, and...
Me: What?! I wouldn't be caught dead at
a Late Skate. Who is this?
Not so deep and masculine voice:
Um...I think I have the wrong honey.
Me: Well, if it is your habit to refer to
women as honeys you most certainly do.
(Click.) (OK, that little comeback didn't
occur to me until about a minute after I
hung up the phone, but this is my column,
therefore I have the power to rewrite
history.)
The whole Name Your Child Amy is a
conspiracy. It has to be. From 1970 to
1975, someone or something sent expectant parents across the nation subliminal
messagestogive their kid one of the most
bland names ever to be uttered. My guess
is the government.
Someday the United States will be in
the midst of some dire global emergency
and all Clinton will have to do is press a
button, the AMY button, and electric
shocks or some sort of prodding mechanism will cause all 45.2 billion of us to
assemble in the state of Arkansas or a
similar barren stretch of land. From there
we'll receive further instructions, and
then go on to save the world from
certain peril.
With that in mind, I think you should
all start to treat us with a little more reverence.
For all my complaining, however, I am
thankful that my name hasn't been the
cause of any mental instability. I have a
friend named Kellie who, when growing
up, had a neighbor with a dog named
"Callie."
Eight-year-old Kellie, innocently playing with Barbie's in her backyard:
"Marry you, Ken? Why, this is all so sudden!
White Trash Neighbor: Callie!! Where
are you, you mangy mutt?!!
Kellie: (peeking over the fence) I'm right
here.
WTN: (shouting for his wife/second
cousin) Hey, Ida, get a loada this! She
thinks she's a dog!
Kellie: I thought you said... (shuffling
back to her Barbie's) No, I won't marry
you, Ken. All men are scum. SCUM!!!
Poor KeMie is in counseling now. I
mean, where does your confidence go
after something like that?
I have another friend named Donna.
Her pet peeve? When people she barely
knows begins to serenade her with
"Donna," that oh-so-popular oldies hit by
Richie Valens.
Casual Acquaintance: Hi. What's your
name?
Donna (flinching in anticipation of the
inevitable): D-Donna.
Casual Acquaintance: Cool! (begins to
sing) I had a gih-hrl, and Donna was her
name...(WHAP!) Hey!

Pen Pals

Letters from Riner's sixth grade class

Two elementary teachers
decided to keep in touch and
enabled their students to receive a
glimpse of foreign cultures.
By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

W

ill I ever see my friends again after I graduate?
Many students don't expect to see their friends and
classmates after they leave the classroom and go out into
the work world.
However, when alumna Vangie Poggemiller headed off
to Korea to teach, she made sure she would keep in touch
with Virginia elementary teacher and fellow alumna Angie
Riner. Through a pen pal program the two friends were
able to stay in contact while allowing their students to get
a taste of a foreign culture.
"We've been friends since high school," Riner said.
"It's been an easy way for us to
keep in touch. I used to talk to
her about my job and now she
talks about her job with me. We
(Voland Elementary School)
have had pen pals over the
computer, but when Vangie
moved to Korea we both kind
of came up with the idea."
Before Poggemiller left for
West Kwangju, Korea, the
friends started a program to u a n n i e
allow the classes to write each
Poggemiller
other.
Although nighttime English Alumna
classes are available to children
in Korea, the students were in for a surprise when the first
set of letters arrived from their new friends in America.
Poggemiller's students were filled with questions like
"Teacher, what's double dutch?" and "What is 'what's
up?'"
But, differing languages were not the only things that the
two classes of students had to get used to. They learned
plenty about another culture.
'Tor Christmas, they sent us a tape and it made the kids
curious to see the games they were playing. On the tape
her students gave us a tour of the city. My students were

surprised at the things that were just down the block (from
the Korean school) because their school isrightin the center of the city and our school is very rural. And, for
Christmas I had them write about their Christmas traditions and then we typed them up in class," Riner said.
"This past month, my students explained to Angie's students all about Lunar New Year. The Virginia pen pals are
learning all about sae bea, duk kook, Korean age (calculated by how many bowls of duk kook you eat- a bowl
each year) and about how Koreans value their elders,"
Poggemiller said.
The students are not the only ones who have learned
from this experience.
"Personally, I have learned a lot about their culture and
the educational system they have. (Koreans) have to take a
test and pass a test to go to the next grade. It's been interesting to see the differences in schools," Riner said.

Having a pen pal is really
exciting. Sometimes you want
to visit the place to see your
pen pal just to see how he/she
is doing. When you have a pen
pal they send you lots of candy
and money. The reason I said
that is because my pen pal is
form South Korea and he likes
to send me things. Having a
pen pal can be very exciting.
Written by: Jonathan S. AdanM

Having a pen pal in Korea is fun. You can learn about their cultures
and life. Pen pals can tell you exciting things about other countries. You might even learn about things you might not of heard of
before. You can see what their money, pencils and candy looks like. I
think having pen pals is really cool.
My pen pals name is Choi Woo Seok He is 11 years old just like
me. He has one brother and a sister. Choi Woo Seok is an active
boy. He plays baseball and basketball. My pen pal lives Kwangju,
South Korea in an apartment. I got to be Choi Woos Seok's pen pal
because J wanted someone that liked the same things as me. After
my teacher read Choi Woo Seok's letter I chose him to be my pen
pal. Now he and 1 have become good friends.
Written By: Keisha Easley
S: :?':i-:::'S:

I love having a pen pat to Korea It gives me a chmcet&see their way of life attdtfteir lifestyle. My
pen pal's name is Kim-JUlvun, her father if a doctor and Mrmqtheris ahousewifei $he>has sent me
picture of her, and some coins with a stamp. ,#&en / saw her classroom I was surprised they all
looked alike. I was confused {and) 1 couldn't tell which one was my pen-pal. Their school and environment is not like ours.
,
Things there are differentfram ours (heir roadsMre smath unlike the Americans our roads we wide,
they have neat things m K&iea that we do not have. They have ideals and people that they admire. My
pen pal is a very lucky girl. I think they still deserve a chance of being treated politely an
Written by: Kimberly N. Rice
,
J
''
Having a pen pal m Korea is exciting. My pen pal's name is Hyungr
Seok. I realty like getting letters from hfrifHe4sa member of a sixth
grade class in Kwangju, South Korea. ^Iy pen p&Nsgust learning/
English so sometimes its hard to understand what h&Wsayyig. ,#
Hyung-Seok likes music and he likes to go skHng.Me sometimes
sends me Korean gum and qthehstuf^Last timefie sent me ajjtorecm
card with drawings.^ whatfyie Korean p^plejlo for Lunar$ewgk:f.
Year. Lunar New-Year is whit they c|// Newl^r^^y,
I'nf realty
glad I have a Korean pen pal
Written by: Kristie Gujhrffy
/ like having a pen pal
because I get to learn things
about Korea. I learned when
their new Year is and some
games they play. Korean
people are excellent. My pen
pal is Noh Yun. She is awesome. She sent me some
?
Korean candy an a Korean
pencil. Noh Yuri taught me
some of the Korean language
and I helped her with her
English. Having a pen pal is
radical.
Written by: Jesse Rogers

My favorite thing about having
pen pal is ttml they are fun to
/ have learned some
write%
Koremnames. My pen pal is
teaching me about Korean
$$fc My pen pal also sent me
two Korean stamps. My pen
pal is telling me about some
Korean places, md famous
there iti Korea. My pen
pal has taugfti me a lot of
thmg&c Having a pen pal is fun.
Written.by: Justin Peak
a

I think having a Pen Pal is Jim because it's great to know that you have
a friend across the world thatcareS: Many kids like us don't have friends
across the world &f anywhere. Luckily my teacher Ms. Riner is friends
with her teacher Ms. Poggemiller. It began when Ms. Riner 's friend and
herclitss wrote to Imrsaymg that they would like to meet her someday.
So whe/i Ms. Riner was ready to write back we wrote to each one of Ms.
Paggemilkr kMSr and that's how it started. Then after that we decided to
make a video of my class and show them what do we do in America. My
'pmpal's name is Oh Yeah Jin, site's eleven year's old and in the sixth
grade. Her favorite hobby is playing the piano. She tells me that she
would tike to come fa America someday, I hope she does to. In South
Korea where she is, she's learning English for Ms. Poggemiller.
Written by: Shelby Bouie

Bothteachersare hoping to computerize the future
communication with the pals.
"What Vangie and I are trying to do is get into e-mail,
because it takes so long to get mail. It takes a minimum of
15 days for mail to get delivered. If we get it by thefirstof
the month it takes a week for them to decide what to write,
collect gum and pencils to send, attach them to the letters
and then send them out. But, with the length oftimeit takes

to get mail, the kids still have not lost interest," Riner said.
"I am sure that Angie's students, some who have never
been out of the state, are learning more about Korean culture and international relations than they could in any classroom," Poggemiller said.
"It fits in pretty much with our geography lesson," Riner
said and added that the students have gained letter-writing
skills through this program.

Easter honors Christ's victory over death
64 A nd very early
•f».in the morning the first day of
the week, they
came unto the
sepulchre at the rising of the sun.
"And they said
among themselves,
Who shall roll us NELSON
away the stone CHAPMAN
from the door of the
sepulchre?
And • • • • • ^ ^ ^ • B
when they looked, they saw that the stone
was rolled away: for it was very great.
"And entering into the sepulchre, they
saw a young man sitting on the right side,
clothed in a long white garment; and they
were affrighted. And he saith unto them, Be
not affrighted: Ye seek Jesus of Nazareth,
which was crucified: HE IS RISEN; HE IS

NOT HERE: behold the place where they
laid him.
"But go your way, tell his disciples and
Peter that he goeth before you into Galilee:
there shall ye see him, as he said unto you.
And they went out quickly, and fled from
the sepulchre; for they uembied and were
amazed: neither said they any thing to any
man; for they were afraid" (Mark 16:2-8).
We live in a world where death reigns.
Unless your name was Enoch or Elijah, all
of your ancestors have died. Unless your
name is Ignorant, you know presently that
you will one day die. Will your life end at
five years, 22 years, 40 years, or 71 years.?
Regardless, this life must come to an end.
Do not think that you are immune to
death or can escape it. All of the famous
men in history met defeat at its hands.
Moses, Alexander the Great, Genghis
Khan, Julius Caesar, Martin Luther,

Handel, George Washington, Napoleon,
etc. They all succumbed to death's grip.
Even the world's religions and cults have
been trampled by death's victorious march.
The human founders and leaders of Islam,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Mormonism,
the Jehovah Witnesses and others are all
dead and gone. The reason why the religions and cults of the world are so empty is
because their leaders' tombs are not empty!
Oh, but how different it is with those who
profess the Christian's faith. For the One
that the believer puts his trust in for salvation was not conquered by death. Jesus
Christ, fully God, clothed Himself in
humanity and dwelt among us. He was fully
God and fully man. He lived a sinless life.
He did all that the father in heaven wanted Him to do. He was obedient unto death.
He died on the cross for mankind's sins.
Yet, the glorious news is that He did not

stay dead! Three days later, Jesus rose from
the dead and even now He lives!
It is through the same power that Christ
rose from the dead that He will raise the
believer's body up from the dead and he
will put on an incorruptible body.
"O death, where is thy sting? O grave,
where is thy victory? The sting of death is
sin; and the strength of sin is the law. But
thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ" (I
Corinthians 15:55-57).
Remember I Corinthians 15:12-21? "We
are men most miserable if He did not rise
from the dead. Oh, but thank God this is not
the case! Jesus did rise again!"
This year, as Easter Day approaches,
remember to thank God for the victory of
theresurrectionand live your life for Him
the rest of your days.

0>

fMOUTH
What class (not currently offered
at LU) would you be most
interested in taking?
"Character building 101
(character not body)."
—Sara Southall, Senior
Summerville, S.C.

"More women ministry classes
to concentrate on the women's
ministry aspect."
—Melinda McGill, Junior
Reaford, N.C.

"How to teach guys to ask girls
out."
—Jose Chamorro, Sophomore
Sandago, Chile

"A black culture class."
—Tamika Hudson, Freshman
Adanta, Ga.

"An etiquette class for men
(reason—self explanatory.)."
—Betty Mills, Freshman
College Park, Md.

"Drawing classes for
architecture."
—Greg Hansen,
Sophomore
New York, N.Y.
photua by Laura Gaydoa
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DOHVf vs. Town
Student's dreams of dorm life shattered
grew up on "Seventeen" magazine. I canrememberbegging my father shamelessly in the Foodland checkout to please, please, please buy me "Seventeen!"
"But you are not seventeen," he would patiently point out. "You are 10."
How could I explain that "Seventeen" was practically the manual to womanhood? That my friends and
I had grown tired of the swing sets at recess and instead wanted to learn |
how to apply eyeliner? (Some of us, now in our twenties, still have yet to
master that trick.) We pored over the glossy pages endlessly, willing time
to hurry up and propel us into adulthood.
On this particular outing with my father, I glanced at the new issue in the
stands and let out a squeal that caused my father to walk exactly four feet
away from me — his signal that I was disowned for the next few minutes.
I didn't care. I had been waiting for this issue for months.
I flipped to the cover story and began reading furiously. The article was
called "Dazzling Dorm Life" and I was indeed dazzled. I stared at the picture beside the story, a beautiful girl giving herself a facial while her beau- , .
,
. .
tiful roommate was talking excitedly on the phone, undoubtedly to her Q l S C O V e r WUV It IS
beautiful boyfriend.
I was entranced. "Ten more years," I murmured dreamily. In 10 years I
would experience that perfect life at college where every day was an
adventure and every night was a slumber party.
8 a.m. I wake up and attempt to woo my reluctant body to action. It
refuses, punishing me for making it stand in the rain for an hour last night
Is it my fault some idiot pulled the fire alarm at 3 a.m.? I ask it? But it
ignores my plea, and sense the beginnings of a sniffle.
Meanwhile, my roommate wakes up with a radiant smile on her perky face. She does this every single day,
and it infuriates me.
8:15 a.m. I shuffle into the bathroom, shower caddy in hand. My mood brightens as I spot an available shower. Then I step in and discover why it is available. You could braid it Need I continue?
9 a.m. Already late for class, I glance around the room, "J Crew must have had another tent sale," I muse as
I note the wreckage on my roommate's side. I strategically place an afghan (courtesy of Grandma) over the carnage. It looks very avant garde, and I am pleased.
11-12 p.m. I find myself at the tail end of a gargantuan line for the business office. Once again I have to wheel
and deal for my exam pass. I notice several town students ahead of me. Why can't they get their own line? I
sigh. Behind the dorm students, of course.
The girl beside me smiles. I smile back and begin to pray silently that Evelyn Tomlin is in a reasonable mood
this afternoon. As Ifinish,I notice the smiling girl has a huge glob of maroon nail polish on her leg. Should I
^ ^ ^ ^ • n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ,el1 llcr'•' I s e e m e w o r d "commuter" stamped on a form she is holding. I
decide to let her find out on her own.
12:30 p.m. I arrive at the Marriott whistling, exam pass in hand. Yes, God
is good and Evelyn was merciful. I notice my friend Melissa waiting and
make my way over to her, only to be stopped by a hawk-eyed power-hungry
RA.
"Hi!" she says, as if we are buddies or something. "I'm an RA, and I'm
afraid your skirt is too short. You have the option to go and change if you'd
like. If not, may I see your ID?"
1 gaze at her, incredulous. 1 have worn this skirt for the past three years
without incident. My grandmother made it for me. Would she dress her
granddaughter like a tramp?
12:45 p.m. I am too perturbed to eat even though they are serving pizza
pockets.
2:30 p.m. I begin my trek back to the dorm circle, feeling as though I should
have brought some jerky and a canteen for the fatiguing journey. As I walk,
my mind drifts, mulling over the events of the day. Was my skirt really too
short? What was Grandma thinking? I don't realize I'm in the pathway of
a moving vehicle until the smell of tires burning permeates the air. A girl
behind the wheel, honking her horn furiously, glares at me with a I hurry on to my destination, now only four
miles away.
7:35 p.m. Melissa and I are strolling to the Drowsy Poet. As usual it is packed — wall-to-wall plaid. We
huddle outside, our faces plastered against the window like a couple of street urchins. I have a vision of a couple taking pity on us as they make their exit. "Here you go," they would say, handing us each a spiced mocha
cappucino with a flourish.
We head back to our dorms, our stimulating evening at an end.
10 p.m. Hall meeting. I can barely contain my glee. I hope against hope that our meeting will be quick, even
though I know there's no chance. One of my RAs is an elementary education major, and she just loves to try
out new games on us.
"...and ladies, please try torememberthat little metal object cannot be removed with the vacuum cleaner.
That's it for announcements..."
I hold my breath. Is that the end? Can we go?
"Now I would like to introduce a new game. It's called "Roaming On Home." My second graders really loved
it Here's how to play..."
I stealthily roam on back to my room amidst the chaos.
12:15 a.m. I drift off to a blissful sleep, remember my 10-year-old expectations of dorm life and sigh at my
age of innocence. Before my thoughts can get too profound, however, the fire alarm goes off.
As I search for my glasses in the abyss under my bed, I think of the commuter student in line today and wonder if she knows just how good she has it.
— By Amy Morris

I

My mood
brightens as I
spot an available
shower. Then I
step in and

available. You
could braid it.
Need I continue?

I notice several
town students
ahead of me.
Why can't they
get their own
line? I sigh.
Behind the dorm
students, of
course.

Student tackles off-campus reality

A

lthough you may have waited for the big moment for three years, being a town student isn't always what
it seems. Sure, there are noresidentassistants to be your mothers, no more Marriott food, no dorms.
Now it's real life. But are you prepared for it?
The following is a typical day in the life of a "townie". Decide for yourself whether the pressures of living off campus arereallyworth the wait
8 a.m. My alarm rings. Realizing that I have my alarm clock set 10 minutes fast I stretch, hit snooze, and roll
over for another 10 minutes.
8:15 a.m. Finally, I get out of bed, wander aimlessly to the kitchen, put a cup of water in the microwave and
set the timer for two minutes — my caffeine kick off the day. As I'm waiting for my coffee, I go to the bathroom
to splash cold water on my face. Looking into the mirror, I see the effects of late-night studying.
Hearing the annoying beep, beep, beep, beep of the microwave, I walk back to the kitchen. As I'm walking, I
hear the drip, drip, drip of the kitchen faucet Suddenly, Irememberthe repairman is coming this morning.
9 a.m. As I'm rummaging through the pile of clothes lying in a heap beside my bed, the front door opens and
a deep voice bellows, "Maintenance!" Suddenly, I've got deja vu of living in the dorms. Quickly, I pull on my
bathrobe and give him a briefing of what needs to be fixed.
"Sir, my shower leaks, my drain is clogged, my washer smells, my toilet is noisy, my faucet drips, my window
is stuck, my door is jammed, and there are four-legged, maybe eight-legged creatures in my cabinets," I tell him.
"Ma'am, I can take care of everything but the drain; the lease doesn't cover unclogging drains. And the bugs,
you'll need to call an exterminator for," he says.
9:15 a.m. Realizing that I'm running late, I put a not-too-wrinkled dress from the top of the pile. Looking in my full-length mirror, I
note that a run is creeping from the heel of my hosiery. Resourceful
woman that I am, I pull a bottle of Wet-N-Wildfingernailpolish from my
dresser and promptly stop the run from traveling any farther.
Walking out the door, I remember that it is trash day. I gather all the
trash together and frantically look for the twisty things that were just in
my hand. Hopelessly, I tie the plastic ends together in knots and throw the
bags in the garbage can. Finally, I'm off to school.
10-12 p.m. Because I have a problem with my school bill, I have to wait
in the business office line for a couple of hours. As a privileged townie,
I feel that I should have my own line, ahead of the dorm students. As I'm
waiting somewhat patiently in line, I notice a girl standing beside me with
a run in the heel of her hosiery. I politely smile at her and think, rough
morning?
An hour later, I'm still in the same line wondering if the computers are
down again or if maybe the office employees are out to lunch. As I'm
standing there, I decide to make out a grocery list — might as well make
use of wasted time. When I reach for my pen, I notice them — stuck to
the velcro of my jacket. It's those twisty things to tie up my garbage bags.
Frustrated and tired, I leave and decide to come back when I'm more
patient
12:30 p.m. Because I'm one of those unlucky town students without a
scrumptious Marriott meal plan, I have to bring a packed lunch. Yep, a
ham and cheese sandwich, potato chips, and an apple. Sometimes, on special occasions, I bring bologna. In rare instance, I've even eaten a hot
dog, pizza, or candy bar from Fast Break in DeMoss.
Sitting in DeMoss, I suddenly remember that my rent is due today. Just one problem. I don't know if I have
enough money in my account. That's when Mom and Dad come into the picture. Whoops! And my $80 phone
bill is also due this week. Oh, well. That's what happens when your boyfriend lives out of state and neither of
you write.
2:30 p.m. Although it's only afternoon, it feels more like late evening. As I hike my way back to the car, which
is parked by the railroad tracks because all of the freshmen filled the commuter parking lot my 200-pound bag
of books breaks and crashes to the ground. Books, papers, pens and pencils roll across the road. Picking up every
item, Ireflectthat my day cannot possibly get any worse.
As I'm driving near DeMoss, a tape gets stuck in my tape deck. I begin punching and pulling trying to free it
Looking up I spot a girl standing directly in the path of my car. Screeching,
howling, screaming my car comes to a halting stop. I honk my horn and then
realize that it's the other girl with the run in the heel of her hosiery. "Maybe
her day was worse than mine." So I feel a little better knowing that I am not
alone.
7:35 p.m. At last I'm home and it's safe and quiet Nobody but me, the television and maybe the creatures under the cabinets. Turning on "Jeopardy," I
decide on an early after-dinner snack. But then Irememberthat I never went
to the grocery store. Opening the refrigerator, I realize I'm out of everything.
So I head for the grocery store. I decide that nine items will get me through the
night and move to the express check-out line. Pulling out my wallet I realize
that I forgot to get money at the bank machine. My only alternative is to write
a check. I hear the people behind me groan. I can't wait to get home.
10 p m
Dial
h a v e tO
' ' lx)0 ' cin 8 a t m v watch, Irealizemost of my friends are in hall meetings. I don't even feel sorry for them anymore. I'm just glad it's not me.
Instead, I turn on the TV and watch "LA Law."
11:30 p.m. Now, it's getting late and I'm feeling the strain from a quite
eventful day. After watching David Letterman's Top 10,1 decide to take a long,
hot bubble bath. I need something to help alleviate some of the stress, and a
bath is one of the best cures. I walk into the bathroom and notice a ball of hair
settled into the drain of the shower. 1 decide to scrap the bath idea.
12:15 a.m. SLEEP! The best part of the day! 1 don't think anything too hazardous can happen in my sleep.
I set my alarm clock for 8 a.m. again and pray for a belter tomorrow.
1 a.m. I am abruptly awakened out of a deep sleep by shrilling screams, bonking horns and other obnoxious
noises coming from the apartment below me. The couple who lives there is obviously in the middle of another
marital spat. I hope the husband doesn't jump on the hood of his wife's car this time.
I pull the covers around my neck and throw my pillow over my head. Being a town student is not much more
peaceful or luxurious than living in a dorm.
— By Tina Towers

As I'm rummaging through the
pile of clothes
lying in a heap
beside my bed,
the front door
opens and a deep
voice bellows,
"Maintenance!"
Suddenly, I've
got deja vu of
living in the
dorms.

Because I'm one
of those unlucky
town students
without a
scrumptious
Marriott meal
Ian, I have to
bring a packed
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Big leaguers
return, but will
fans follow suit?
The return of real baseball is a welcome addition to the lives of sports fans.
An enormous letdown occurs for fans
after the NCAA college hoops title
game, but this is especially true in a year
where baseball has been in limbo and is
three weeks behind schedule.
As baseball shifts out of the courtrooms and back to the field, the focus
turns to the fans. Will they return to the
ballpark in record numbers, or will they
try to stick it to the owners and players
who wiped out the World Series?
I believe the answer is painfully obvious. The fans will be busting down the
doors of most parks in the majors. I am
included in that number, but I will admit
that the fans themselves are naive and
merit some blame for the labor problems
in sports today.
Fans will sit in the bleachers and
scream at Barry Bonds for being an
overpaid bum, but in the next breath
rake management over the coals for not
caring enough about winning to spend
money on players.
Montreal is a wonderful example of a
city that does not deserve baseball. The
Expos were soaring toward the pennant
last summer and drawing just 20,000
fans per outing. It is no wonder Montreal
has been dealing players to anybody
who runs a ballclub. Fans blame their
lack of revenue sharing on financial difficulties, which is a huge factor, yet the
reality is that if fans will not support a
first-place club, why should teams strive
to put a championship team on the field?
Fans will also swear that they are finished with baseball because the owners
and players have gone too far this time.
However, the same fans will be the first
to scout the Mets' middle relief corp in
spring training.
It bears a strong resemblance to a guy
whose wife leaves him. The poor guy is
so distraught without her that he badmouths her and promises never to take
her back, but when she comes knocking
at the door he cannot help but embrace
her again.
If the fans would strike back and stay
away from the game for an extended
period of time, the union and management would think twice about another
strike or lockout. The power of the consumer is one of the most fundamental
tools for improving products in this
country because it applies pressure
to the manufacturer. But sports fans
view their support of teams as a privilege instead of as the force that drives
the market.
While the current fan base will always
support baseball, the big concern is marketing the game to a new generation.
Baseball is not a "made-for-television"
event like the NBA with slam dunks or
the NFL with end zone celebrations. It is
a part of culture, which means it must be
passed downfromgeneration to generation. The best way to refurbish the fan
base is for guys like me to take our sons
to the ballpark.
What makes the game so timeless is
that baseball is never tinkered with to
appeal to the masses. The NFL cracks
down on defensive backs to create more
offense, while the NBA moves the threepoint line in for the same reason.
Baseball would never move the pitching
mound back or allow four strikes to create an advantage for the hitter.
The game is still sacred on the field
and baseball's return now forces the
business aspect of the sport to take a
back seat. I hope the fans will realize
their position as major players in the
game's future. After all, the game itself
is the only thing pure enough to save an
institution corrupted by those who have
fallen asleep at the wheel.

Lady Flames drop two doubleheaders
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

The Lady Flames (19-23) suffered
through a tough week as the team dropped
six of eight contests. George Mason
University and UNC-Greensboro both
pulled off doubleheader sweeps over the
Lady Flames. LU did, however, do a little
house cleaning of their own as they swept
North Carolina A &T.
George Mason did in Liberty on
Saturday, April 8. GMU pummeled LU in
the first game of the twin bill 14-0. The
Flames could gain only three base hits in
the game against 12 for George Mason.
Susan Rhodes suffered the loss for the Lady
Flames, as she went the distance. The loss
moves Rhodes' record to six wins and 10

losses on the season.
GMU scored three runs in the first inning
and nine in the fifth to put Liberty away.
Mason batted through the lineup in the fifth
inning, as they sent 16 batters to the plate in
their half of the frame.
LU could fare no better in the nightcap of
the twin bill. The team lost a heart-wrenching 3-2 decision in the bottom of the seventh inning. Heather Kappesser knocked in
the winning run for GMU in the bottom of
the seventh, bringing Kim Derrino across
the plate for the victory. Carrie Rodgers was
the tough-luck loser for LU.
Against Greensboro on Friday, April 7,
Liberty proved to be its own worst enemy
as the team squandered two bases-loaded
See Softball, Page 13

Flames burn Bisons
Flames handle
Howard as team
collects 20th win
of season

Champion Reporter

Sport* Bdiwr
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Jason Smith took a no-hiuer into the
fifth toning, but had to settle for a twobitter as Liberty defeated Howard
University 6-3 in game two of a doubleheader versus the Bisons on Saturday,
April 8, at Worlbington Stadium. The win
was LU's third consecutive.
LU also squeaked out a 9-8 victory in
the first game and improved its record to
20-6. The Flames also pounded the
College of William & Mary 18-7 earlier
in the week.
Smith dominated the Bisons into the
fifth, when he made his first mistake.
Ronald Duplessls caused that mistake by
knocking the ball over the fence to end
both the norhit bid and the shutout
"A shder got up and he just got it all,"
Smith said of the Duplessts homer.
The Flamesright-bahderwas roughed
up on another mistake hit in the sixth.
Terrance Johnson stroked a home run for
the Bisons and brought Howard within
two runs at 5-3. Smith left the game after
the sixth inning.
Smith* recently injured when he was;
hit on the hand by a hue drive, said his
injury has recovered well. "It's doing
well, feeling better every start," he said.
Johnny Hunton, the Flames head
coach, was pleased with the performance
of his starting pitcher. "Smith was in control for a while until (Duplessis) hit that
home run. Srnitty played really well
today " he said.
Liberty jumped out to an early 5-0 lead
on Howard before any damage was done
against Smith. The Flames got an insurance run in the hottom of the sixth when
Jake Hines showed Immense bustle.
Hines was standing at first when Ryan
Rowedder layed down a sacrifice bunt.
Hines was well on his way to third base
by the time the out at first had been
recorded, Johnson, the Howard firsthasethan, fixed the ball past the third baseman
as Hines trotted home for the Flamessixth run.
With the season quickly approaching

The lasHPtyeri i f n t h e
Triple Crown i j H P j ° r
league basebilrwas Carl
Yastrzemskl ff the Boston
Red Sox in 1967, MY**W Wt
,326 with M$ l m * runs and
121 RBIa,
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Rutigliano
oversees
practice,
new season
By JOSHUA COOLEY

photo by MjrttCtfda

HERE'S THE DELIVERY, AND THE P^TGHv;,~~ EU right bander Tim
HarreU delivers a pitch against William & Mary. Harrell went six innings
and picked up the win for LU.
therialfway point, Hunton said he is pleased
with the performance of his streaking
Flames. *We played well, but Howard kept
in close. They hit the ball pretty well.
"We have to carry the momenmm. vm
have from the first half fjaf the season) into:.
the second half. We have some really big
amfereiice games coming up and we need
to average two (wins) out of three every
weekend if we're going to stay on top and

win the conference," Hunton said.
In the first game of the twin bill,
Howard gave Liberty all they coakt hanr
die. The Flames jumped out to a 6-2 lead
in the first inning and held on to win 9-8.
All the phtyets inUte lineup for the
Flames collected a base hit, as Liberty
amassed a total of 14. Ryan Hutehlnsbh
See Baseball, Page 12

Spring practice means a new season is
dawning, and Head Coach Sam Rutigliano
is optimistic about the 1995 campaign.
"We're going to have the best group of
skilled people we've ever had," he said
And he'll need them. Next season's
schedule shouts that loud and clear. The
Flames will open next
season on Sept 2 at
home against West
Virginia Tech. The
team will then play
at Virginia Military
Institute.
"We've
already blocked off
2,500 tickets (for LU
fans)," Chancellor
Jerry Falwell said of Rutigliano
the Sept. 9 road game.
Liberty will next line up away against
Delaware State. The Flames will also face
teams including Hofstra University, Central
Florida, Wofford and Charleston Southern.
Rutigliano cannot hide his excitement
about the strengths of his future squad. "I'll
be very disappointed if we don't blow the
scoreboard off the press box," he said.
The 1994 Flames were not without a little
TNT either, and many players on that squad
will be back next season, including quarterback Antwan Chiles, tight end Tony Dews
and, most notably, running backs Lawrence
Worthington and J.T. Morris.
However, the head coach isn't planning
on throwing out Liberty's past offensive
strength — the air attack. "We're basically a
team that centers on a high percentage passing game," he said. "We will be very explosive offensively, and our defense should be
in concert with that."
Rutigliano doesn't say that lightly, either.
Last season, LU opponents scored 315
points on the Flames. "The biggest key is
transition on defense," Rutigliano said.
"Defensively, we have to uphold our belief
in depth and containment."
From what new Defensive Coordinator
George Maclntyre said about the Flames'
secondary, containment may not oe too
much of a problem. "I'm very impressed
with the speed we have on defense,"
Maclntyre said. "Dr. Falwell can't teach
them to run. The Lord gives them that"

Backs ready for '95
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

ow
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SHE'S SAAAAFE!!! — Liberty infielder Jennifer Ward beats the throw home
as she scores a run against UNC-Greensboro.

phulo by IttkumiStuukl

ISN'T THIS GETTING REDUNDANT—The Liberty football team runs
drills during spring football practice. The Flames will play the spring football alumni game on April 22.

With spring practice hitting the campus,
thoughts of the 1995 football season
emerge. One question that pops up is how
will the Flames perform on offense? Can
the unit be as good as it was in 1994?
As the 1994 football season was
approaching, there was a lot of excitement
in the air about a transfer running back
from Penn State. The new running back
was touted to help guide the team's already
potent offense to new heights and perhaps
even post-season play.
J.T. Morris seemed ready to take that
challenge when disaster struck. In Liberty's
second game last year against Villanova,
Morris sustained a serious hip injury that
wiped out the rest of his season. The injury
seemed serious enough to put his football
career in jeopardy. Many athletes have
come back from injuries such as this, however, and Morris set out to make an immediate recovery and return in time to play in
the Flames' 1995 season.

During this past off-season, Morris went
in for surgery at the Cleveland Clinic in
Ohio. According to Flames Running Back
Coach Derrick Donald, because of the
surgery and intense rehabilitation, Morris'
recovery has been quick and he will be
ready for next season.
"Right now, J.T. is on the road to recovery
full time. The doctors in Cleveland and the
doctors here have really been working well
with him and it's just a matter of time before
he heals fully. He's really looking forward
to being back more than anyone else; and,
while it was a serious injury, it won't keep
him from missing another year. He's going
to be back, and he's going to be as good
as ever."
Because of the injury, Morris is not participating in spring practice but is continuing to rehabilitate his hip, which is about
half strength right now.
"Because of the process he had to go
through medically and the extent of (he
injury he's not quite at full strength yet but
See Football, Page 12
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Tennis ousted by East Carolina
Matusevich
picks up LU's
lone victory
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

On Friday, April 7, the men's tennis team succumbed to yet another
tough opponent as they dropped six
out of seven matches to East
Carolina in a 6-1 loss.
In action on Friday, Anton
Matusevich was Liberty's lone victor with a 6-4, 3-6, 7-5 win over
Fisher of ECU.
In other matches, Danny Fariss
was defeated by Frydman 6-1, 6-0.
Barrett Connolly was defeated by
Holt 6-2, 6-0. Brett Clulow was
defeated by Atkinson 6-3,6-3. Matt
Swinehart was defeated by Hutton
6-1, 6-0. And David Girst, filling in
for the injured David Spohn, was
defeated by Freeman 6-2, 6-2.
In doubles competition, Frydman
and Freeman defeated Fariss and
Girst 8-1. Holt and Fisher defeated
Connolly and Clulow 8-6. And
Atkinson and Hutton defeated

Football
Continued from Page 11
(his hip) is doing better now. I
think the thing that's frustrating for
him is that he's a competitor and
he's out here in the spring watching
everybody else compete in practice
doing something that he enjoys and
it bothers him that he can't do it
himself, so right now he's chomping at the bit and just a little anxious to play. He's going to get his
opportunity. He'll come back
strong."
After Morris went down, freshman Lawrence Worthington
shocked everybody by becoming
the first Flames running back to
rush for more than a thousand yards

Swinehart and Matusevich 8-5.
"East Carolina was, if not the
strongest, one of the top two teams
that we've played this year,"
Swinehart said. "I figure to go up
against a team of this caliber really
gets us ready for the Big South
Tournament coming up. To beat
ECU we would have had to play at a
much higher level than we normally
play at And, looking at the teams in
the tournament, we're going to have
to get used to playing at that level."
As the team lost this round to set
their record at 9-16, Girst said youth
is the team's main drawback.
"I think our youth is the main
problem we have right now. We're
going up against a lot of experienced
teams and that's mostly the reason
we haven't done as well as we
would like. Next year we won't have
our number one player but we
should have a good recruiting class
to help us out and make us a little bit
stronger," Girst said.
The Flames fared better Thursday
as strong play helped them to defeat
Mary Washington 5-2. Liberty's
final matches will be the Big South
Tournament played next Thursday
through Saturday, April 13-15.
since Mitchell Clark accomplished
the feat in 1982.
With both Worthington and
Morris returning next season, the
Flames have a problem most teams
would love to have: finding a way
to implement two quality runners in
one offensive set.
"It's a big bonus for us," Donald
said. "Lawrence came along and
just did some outstanding things.
He's a heck of a ball player, and
when you have two backs like that,
as much as you can, you don't want
to deviate from your system that
you've been running for so long.
"But at the same time, when you
have two talents like that you want
to utilize them as much as you possibly can. It's a very good problem
to have. These two are going to add
a lot to our football team and I think
people are going to be really excit-

gled in the first game, commented
on the Flames' winning ways.
"We're off to a great start. I'm
happy with the way we are playing.
We have to come out and perform
Continued from Page 11
day in and day out," Baker said.
and Bill Clark had the only other
Earlier in the week the Flames
extra-base hits in the game. Each brought out the heavy artillery as
hit a double.
they bombarded William & Mary,
Howard made a late run at the 18-7. Liberty broke a scoreless tie
Flames, scoring four runs over the in the third when they put a six spot
last two innings to close the gap on the scoreboard. The big blow of
from 9-4 to 9-8, but LU was able to the inning was Hines' third home
hold on for the win.
run of the season, which cleared the
Howard scored twice in the final center field fence to cap off a sixinning before Hunton brought in run rally.
Tim Bickers to close down the
William & Mary scored three
Bisons. Bickers allowed one hit but runs in the fourth inning, but
was able to hold Howard from scor- Liberty went on to score in the boting any more runs. The game ended tom of the fourth, and each of the
on a fielder's choice hit to Hines, next three innings.
who jogged to second and recorded
William & Mary threw out three
the final out unassisted.
pitchers on the afternoon, but none
Outfielder Jason Baker, who sin- of them could do anything to cool

Baseball

TWO
LOCATIONS
3028 Memorial Dr.
Tel. 846-7666

Fairway Flames in competition
to be Scholastic Ail-American
Liberty golfers Todd Setsma and Mark (Chad) Hall have both qualified for the Golf Coach Association's Scholastic All-America
award. In order to qualify the golfer must average under 78 on the
golf course for 20 rounds of golf and have 3.2 grade point average in
the classroom over three years. Approximately 40 golfers receive this
honor each year out of 330 institutions.
Setsma, a senior, qualified for this award last season but was not
entered into competition for the award due to a paperwork snafu.
Liberty Head Golf Coach Frank Landrey has nothing but praise for
Setsma: "I cannot say enough about this young man," Landrey said.
Hall, a junior, was a walk-on to the team and is, according to
Landrey, "the team's most improved player."

Track duo qualifies for Nationals
Kevin Coley and Mike Reed of the Liberty Track team qualified
over the weekend for the NCAA outdoor track championships held
May 31-June 4 in Knoxville, Tenn.
Coley qualified by placing first in the long jump at the Sea Ray
Relays in Knoxville, Tenn. with a jump of 25'3".
Reed placed fourth in the 400-meter hurdles race with a time of
51.16. His fourth placefinishwas good enough to earn himself a spot
in the national championships as well. Reed finished sixth at the
IC4A indoor 500m last year.
photo by Mall Cudi

BACK AND FORTH THEY GO — An LU tennis player returns
a volley against East Carolina.
ed to watch these guys play."
The Flames will try a variety of
different things to get both backs
into games once the season starts.
"Right now there's no set thing
that we're going to do," the Flames'
coach continued. "We know that
we have two outstanding running
backs, and the question is: how do
you operate it? How do you work it
so that we get both of them in there
equally? Like I said, it's a good
problem to have."
When a player returns from a
serious injury, he is usually hesitant
about receiving that first hit. He is
prone to worry that he might be
injured again and quite often will
not go 100 percent. But Coach
Donald does not think that will happen in Morris' case.
"I don't think he'll be tentative at
all," Donald said. "He's just really
off the Flames' scorching bats.
Liberty pounded out 17 hits against
the Tribe, six for extra bases.
Tim Harrell was the starting
pitcher for Liberty. Harrell pitched
six innings to pick up the win, striking out three batters and allowing
four runs (one earned), six hits and
two walks.
Liberty's pitching was consistent
for the most part during the game.
The lone exception being the interesting two-thirds of an inning
thrown by Danny Hodges. The
pitcher allowed three runs, all
earned on one hit, three walks and
two hit batters.
Things for the Flames were not
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anxious to get out there and play.
"He's not a tentative person anyway. I'm sure it will do a lot for his
confidence, once he takes a shot, to
know it's ok.
"He's like a bull that's been
closed in just waiting to get out, and
when he does get out, he's going to
be unbelievable. I'm just really
excited for him and the team," the
coach said.
Morris added, "I'm just going to
go out there and play. I'll be tentative for probably a day or two, but
after I get that first hit that fear will
be taken care of and I'll return to
where I was before the injury.
"I really believe the only way to
get rid of those fears is to get back
onto the football field and work
through it. I'm really looking forward to coming back," the running
back said.
all prosperous during the week.
The Flames were destroyed by
George Mason on the road on April
4, 19-3.
LU pitching was knocked for four
home runs as Hunton was forced to
use five different pitchers to stop
the George Mason offensive
power surge.
Mike Brown started the game for
Liberty, and was touched up for
seven runs over three and one-thirds
innings worth of work. Brown
allowed seven hits and walked four
before his early departure.
The rest of the LU pitching staff
could fare no better, allowing 12
more runs.

Upcoming events

ri

Baseball—

Wednesday, April 12, at Old Dominion at 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 13, at William & Mary at 3 pjn.
Friday, April 14 vs. Charleston Southern at 3 p.m.
Saturday, April 15 vs. Charleston Southern
(doubleheader) at 1 p.m.

Softball—

Friday, April 14 vs. NC A & T at 2 pjn.
Saturday, April 15 vs. UNC Charlotte at 2 pjn.

Tennis—

April 13-15, Big South Conference Tournament at
Radford.

Track—

Saturday, April 15, host Liberty Invitational
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STOP

1

LOOKING FOR GOOD
QUALITY AUTO SERVICE

Come Check Us Out!!

• Brakes
• Air. Conditioning
• Tune Ups
• Oil Changes

• Computer Systems
• Emissions Controls
• Fuel Injection
• Suspension

Computer Diagnostics • ASE and Factory Trained Technicians
7 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

4)tf<ty

239-6850
Leesville Rd. 1/4 mile West
of Waterlick Rd.
Rt. 2, Box 389A
Lynchburg, VA 24501

*Shuttle Service Available'
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WHEN FINALS ARE OVER,

TIRE&
AUTOMOTIVE
j ISpNMt Auto Repair • F o f d g n 4 Doroestkt
v
—~—
Q»^lltyS»Q*KU — - ""
Brand name parts - Brand Name Tires
Alignment Specialists - Electronic Tune-Ups *'Brakes
Exhaust System Specialists
Open S Days (1/2 day on Saturday)
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

THE CRAMMING BEGINS.
Over 30 Different Size boxes In Stock
Packaging Tape Bubble Wrap Packing Peanuts
Shipping Via UPS
BRING:
• Computers • Clothes • Books • Stereo • Trunks
Do your own boxing or we will gladly
package any or all of your items

1018 5th Street, 845-5963 • 5th Street & Park Ave, 528-2333
• Route 221, 385-8966 • 4121 Boonsboro Rd., 384-5868

With LU ID Get:

Oil, Lube, and Filter
for $15.95

3717 Wards Rd.
Tel. 237-1111
• Towing • Mechanical Work • Detail Work
Lynchburg, Virginia

Sports Wfap-Up

Located at 9516 Timberlake Rd.

on Most vehicles

237-2300

MAIL BOXES ETC,

Hours: M-F 8-6 Sat. 9-5

i Free preventative maintenance check on request j

Vila, Matte rami Discover Accepted

UPS AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET

Laslie Auto Body
3821 Old Forest Road
385-0292
Guaranteed workmanship
"Former Student"
Lynchburg's Fastest Growing Autobody
y 24 hour tawing .
AftW 5 p.Vn. call 6600)453
Rom. 12:17
Recompense to
no man evil for
evil. Provide
things honest In
the sight of mil
men.
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OPEN 7 DAYS

10% OFF WITH THIS COUPON

AH L I S CAFETERIA

•11 -3:30
|LUNCH

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET - OVER 30 ITEMS
Chinese • American* Other Cuisine
Fort Hill Village

239-8214

$4. 75

Con! usclus says...
Now that you've tried the rest,
Ah Li's cafeteria is ready for their test.
Are you coming in to try us, please say yes,
then you, my friend, decide
which family buffet is the best.
All prices include Dessert & Drink

I

3:30 - 9:00
DINNER

$5.

I

I
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Hillcats host Flames on diamond
Lady Flames
victorious
over local
'celebrities'
By RICH MACLONE
Sport* Editor

"""

Sometimes dreams do come true.
On Wednesday, April 5, one came
true for the players on the Liberty
softball team and a group of local
celebrities when they played a softball game on the field at
Lynchburg's City Stadium.
The game was arranged earlier in
the year by Lynchburg Hillcats
General Manager Paul Sunwall
and Liberty Head Softball Coach
Paul Whetmore.
"I enjoyed the fact that some people came out and we had a good
time," Sunwall said. "We could
have had more (attendance) if we
had advertised it better, but it's nice
for the softball team to come out
and get a little exposure."
The celebrity team, comprised of
local personalities, lost to the Lady
Flames 2-1. Those personalities
ranged from Sunwall to Lynchburg
News & Daily Advance sports
writers Jeff Motley and Marvin
Hamlett to the guy who used to be
the batboy for the Lynchburg Mets.
One Liberty Champion sports edi-

Softball
Continued from Page 11
opportunities with less than two
outs, losing the first game 5-2.
The Lady Flames loaded the
bases in the bottom of the second
inning with one away but walked
away empty-handed when Rachel
Nelson and Jennifer Ward struck
out back-to-back. LU also left the
bases loaded in the bottom of the
seventh. The Lady Flames were,
however, able put a run across in
the seventh to make the score 5-2
when Jewel Felgar walked with the
bases jammed.
Liberty did show some power
during the doubleheader as the
team pounded two home runs.
Shannon Tanski hit one in the first
game, and Tammi Talley matched
Tanski in the second game.
LU dropped the second game 91, as Greensboro pitcher Shawna
Hazelgrove pitched a masterful
one-hitter. The one hit Liberty man-

Flames drop
exhibition
to Pittsburgh
single-A club

tor, who will remain nameless,
declined the opportunity to bat "No
way I want to get up there and get
struck out by a girl," he said.
Despite the loss, Sunwall and
company were not disappointed.
"We came out here to have fun. It
might have been more fun if we
won, but it was fun nonetheless,"
Sunwall said.
Hamlett said he enjoyed the festivities. "It's pretty fun. I fulfilled
two dreams here tonight One, I got
to play on the field here at City
Stadium; and two, I didn't get struck
out by a girl."
He could have been struck out,
too. Many of the celebrities whiffed
at the hands of the Lady Flames. In
fact, the quality of play on the
celebrity side wasn't exactly stellar.
LU catcher Shannon Tanski was hit
in the head by a thrown ball while
scoring a run. "I kept running, and it
was a good throw . . . I guess that's
why we wear helmets," Tanski said.
Sunwall was caught up in the
whirlwind of his surroundings and
the events of the day. "This is a fun
day, but it has been very hectic. We
just got our roster yesterday and
we've already made one move."
The game was seen as a success
by Sunwall. "We accomplished
what we set out to do — have fun."
And have fun they did, except for
the guy who used to be the batboy
for the Lynchburg Mets — he struck
out twice. I guess now we know
why he was only a batboy.

A LITTLE CHIN MUSIC — One of the Hillcats is brushed
back by a Liberty pitcher. The Hillcats defeated the
Flames, 9-4 in an exhibition game on Wednesday, April 5.

aged was the home run by Talley.
"(Hazelgrove) was good. She had
a good change-up and she placed
the ball well in the corners," Talley
said. "The ball I hit was on the
inside corner, and I turned on i t "
Tanski said, "(Hazelgrove) didn't
have much movement on her ball,
but she had more speed than we've
seen."
The home run by Talley put
Liberty on top 1-0 in the fourth
inning, but Greensboro went on to
put runs across in each of the next
three innings, walking away the
victor, 9-1.
Despite losses later in the week.
Liberty had their share of fun on
Thursday, April 6, at North
Carolina A & T. The Lady Flames
swept a doubleheader from the
Lady Aggies.
Carrie Rodgers tossed a one-hit,
one-run performance in the first
game to pick up her third win of the
season. Liberty took the ballgame
10-1. The Flames had a 3-1 lead
going into the sixth inning and
added to it by scoring four runs in
the sixth inning and three more runs

in the seventh.
Rhodes was the star offensively
for the Lady Flames. She collected
two doubles in three trips to the
plate. She also scored two runs and
knocked in two more. Talley, Paula
Smith and Stephanie Heit also collected two hits apiece for LU.
In the second game of the afternoon the Lady Aggies looked to
turn things around. The team
scored four first-inning runs as they
jumped out to an early lead.
Liberty battled back to take the
lead in the fifth inning. LU scored
twice in both the third and fourth
innings and took the lead for good
in the fifth when Nelson scored the
go-ahead run on a fielder's choice.
LU went on to put six runs across in
the sixth inning, putting the ballgame out of reach.
The Lady Flames will be in
action again at the Liberty
Universty Softball field on April 14
against the Lady Aggies of North
Carolina A & T.
The Big South Conference softball tournament will begin on April
21 at Winthrop University.

photo by MMI Coda

in the third when first baseman
Mark Reed singled in third baseman
Jason Benham, who doubled earlier
in the inning, to make the score 2-0.
This game was a change of pace
for the Flames. Although they lost,
the team gained experience. "As
long as our regulars were in the
game we stayed close, but we wanted to try to let as many of the kids
By RICH MACLONE
play as possible," Hunton said.
Sports Editor
Another change of pace for
Liberty was the option to trade in
Professional baseball met amathe ping of the aluminum bat for the
teur baseball in an exhibition game
crack of a Louisville Slugger.
between the Lynchburg Hillcats
Jason Baker was one of the Flames
and Liberty Flames at City Stadium
on Wednesday, April 5. The who experimented with the lumber.
"It felt good. It was nice to swing
Hillcats won the contest 9-4, but
some wood. I had to get used to it.
this was one game that was not all
I had a good time. You don't get the
about winning and losing.
cheap hits (with wood) that you get
"We went out to have some fun
(with aluminum)," Baker said.
and let the kids play against profesAs for the Hillcats, they are
sionals," Liberty Head Coach
booming with new business. The
Johnny Hunton said.
franchise switched from a Boston
Liberty went out to have fun and
affiliate to a Pittsburgh affiliate in
show the pros that they could play
the off-season. Along with the
at the same level. Starting pitcher
switch in allegiance came a switch
Brad Gunter came out firing heat
in logos, colors and uniforms.
and struck out the first batter he
Lynchburg now sports trendy forest
faced. He kept the Hillcats hitless
green and black.
through two innings, although
Lynchburg did score in the second
The new look has helped the
inning on the combination of a Hillcats become a popular logo for
walk, a stolen base, an error and a
paraphernalia seekers. "We've had
fielder's choice.
to install an 800 number for merchandise orders. We've been receivThe Flames drew first blood in
ing orders from all over: Japan,
the ballgame. Jon Horton drove in
Canada and all over the U.S.,"
Ryan Hutchinson to make the score
Lynchburg
General Manager Paul
1-0 for the Flames in the top of the
Sunwall
said.
second. Liberty scored another run

Golf team wins tournament
By RICH MACLONE
S^otte Editor
The LU golf team shot a combined 890 to take home the chamr a o ^ i p at the 12m Annual Lonnie
D. Small Memorial Intercollegiate
Men's Golf Tournament at Keith
Hills Country Club in Buies Creek,
N.C., April 3-4. Liberty's closest
compeutlou, Charleston Southern,
was five shot$ off the pace.
Liberty placed three golfers in
the top 20, led by Tom Anthony
who tied for third place with a 218
oyer 54 holes. Chad Hall finished
ninth, shooting 221 for the tourna*
ment. Todd Setsnta finished in a tie
for 20tb place, shooting 226.
Campbell University finished
third in the event, and Liberty

Head Golf Coach Frank Landrey
was pleased to top the Camels.
iJampbefl bad been considered the
Big South's untouchables. Having
won the conference championship
the past three years, they had come
to believe themselves better off leaving the Big South to seek out more
competition for their golf program,
according to some of my sources,"
JUajdJtvy

Campbell for second placet
Liberty shot a final round of 296;
four strokes better than any other
team in the tournament to take
home the championship.
| Anthony led the charge for the
Flames, firing 70, two under par,
in the final round. His 218 was
only two strokes off from taking
the iruJdvidual title as well. Nate
Carom o t Chsut\csto«\ So\»\tac*t\'

w ^

"To win at Campbell was especially sweet in that we avenged our
loss to Florida Atlantic (in the fall)
and beat Campbell on their home
course in their own 16-teant tournament. Our 890 was great,"the
coach said.
LU came into the final round of
competition four strokes behind
Charlesum Southern, and tied with

fired a 216 over 54 holes to win the
individual crovvn.
With the Flames excelling Oft
the links so far this season,
Landrey feels that this is a team
above his others in the past, "This
is by far Liberty's best team ever to
hit the fairways. I'm thrilled to be
their coach and a part of it all,"
Landrey said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
If you would like to run a
CLASSIFIED AD please call
Mrs. Elliott at 582-2128
TIRED OF RENTING? Own
your own mobile home. Good
condition. Candler's Mtn. area. 2
BR/ 2 B A screened front porch;
all appliances. $6,200/0130.
Call 385-8301/582-2182

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING -Earn
up to $200OWmonth. World Travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info, call 1(206)
634-0468 ext. C53412.

I N T E R N E T READY: 14.4
Fax modem - $50.00. We
also have new and used computers - Computer Exchange,
9706 Timberlake Road
- 239-0439.

FOR RENT: 2 room suite
office/retail - Bedford County. $400450 utilities included; parking, WC
entrances, (804) 525-3178.

the ultimate water gun
• Continuous blast
NO PUMPING!

Advertise in the Classifieds!

A

• 2-trigger feature
- 1 long range
,-1 drenching blast

FOR SALE: Diamond
engagement ring, 3/4 carat
solitaire. Originally $1200
(w/receipt). Will take $1000.
Call 239-3742.

<*q

*
ROOMMATE TO SHARE:
2 bedroom / 2 bath apartment
on McConville. $185/mo.
Contact Charbel 237-2923/
948-6465.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over
$6 Billion in private sector grants
& scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services
1(800) 263-6495 ext. F53441.
SUNGLASS DISCOUNT - Save
on RayBan, Serengeti, Vuamet.
Call for your FREE catalog. Order
before May 15 and get a free Tshirt RJS Accessories, Inc. 1-800226-7571.
RESORT JOBS: Work at one of
die many resorts in the United
States. Locations include Hawaii,
Horida, Rockies, New England,
etc. Earn to $12/hr. + tips. For
more information, call
(206) 632-0150 ext. R53442.

*[y enaissance...meaning a re&rtfi... A new
J\(oolc at wfiat misfit not ncccssarify 6c
new. Baclc tfien, it meant New Art...New
Styles... And A Creneraf New OutiooR on
£ije. XBC tTefeproductions Jirm(v|
6e(ieves in talcing a new (oolc at some ofd
concepts in videoproduction, programming, and computer animation needs...

iirtROOUtfSSi * Recycle! - You provide
* T
* W C empty Mitre soft drink
C I O 95 bottles for power source
In VA, add 4.5% ($.85)
plus $3.95 S&H

• Outside faucet

Total $23.75

Because it's time.

waiMarm

Qftim

by

MBC Teleproductions
300 East Rock Road, Allentown, PA 18103

610-791-5880

MASTERCARD or VISA,

Patinttd
[Midi In USA

Fills and powers
in seconds!

|>x/ii

• Use with single bottle or backpack!

or send check to:
MAX BLASTER
P.O. Box 4249
Lynchburg, Va 24502
INCLUDE MAILING ADDRESS

1-800-491-8491
8 am 4:30

"

P m EST Monday - Friday

^ _ _ _ g _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^
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White's w a i t nears end
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

During the 1994-'95 campaign
several young, bright, talented players stepped up and proved they will
play key roles in the Liberty basketball program in the seasons ahead.
Although many talented freshmen were featured in this year's
lineup, one recruit from Austin,
Texas, was unable to play this season because of eligibility problems,
but could play a key role for the
Flames in building another NCAA
tournament team. That recruit is
guard Marcus White.
Marcus is not just your run-ofthe-mill 6-1 guard. Playing at the
Nike Invitational, he is a player that
was touted coming out of high
school as one of the top 100 players
in the country. He was also one of
the top players in the state of Texas.
In high school White averaged 15
points, nine assists, seven rebounds
and four steals per game. All this
was accomplished in one of the top
high school conferences in Texas.
For the first season since his
youth, White has had to deal with
sitting out of the game. "It was very
tough," Marcus said. "It was the
fust time that I had to sit since I was
eight years old. It was real hard to
cope with."
But despite sitting out a year
Marcus said that through this situation he has learned how important
academics are. "In high school I
never focused on my books. Sitting
out this year I am on my books,
staying on top of it to make sure I
play," White said.
And play he can; but despite all of
the accolades and honors Marcus
White has received, he remains
humble and soft-spoken. White
brushes off his personal accom-

Coach Dunton is a real intelligent
and true recruiter.
"Some other recruiters were lying
to me, and I don't like being lied to.
Coach Dunton was real straightforward with me, and I really like that
And I liked the fact that when I
came to visit it was a nice place and
the people were nice," White said.
The mass media also helped turn
Marcus on to LU. The Flames had
just bowed out of the NCAA tournament when Liberty was after
Marcus, so the television exposure
for the Flames' game against North
Carolina did nothing but enhance
his decision to come to Liberty —
especially when he had really not
Marcus White
heard of Liberty before the tournaFuture LU point guard
ment "That was a big factor in my
plishments. He enjoys "just playing decision," Marcus said.
on winning teams. I really don't
As White prepares for next seacare for awards that much because son his desire to get out there and
one day the awards are going to be play is now even greater. "I am very
all gone. I just want to play on a excited. I am ready to get back. I
team that wins."
have been looking forward to this
On the court Marcus White and will be ready to get on the court
brings versatility to the lineup, but next season," he said.
he feels his strengths are "giving
Because of the young talent
the ball to the people that are open White saw this past season in the
and seeing the court very well," Flames rotation, he feels there is a
he said.
lot to look forward to next season.
Along with being able to con- "I think they played well for a
tribute on the offensive end of majority freshmen team. I think we
things for the Flames, White feels have some good years to come at
he brings added defensive intensity Liberty, and next year is going to be
exciting," he said.
to Liberty's rotation.
"I think I bring quickness to this
As far as Marcus' goals for the
team. Something they lacked this playing floor, they, like the rest of
season is quickness at the point his personality, are humble: "just to
guard position," said the 6-1 guard. withhold the starting position at
You just have to wonder how point guard in the next years," the
White, with all this ability out of player said.
high school, ended up at Liberty
Though that is not an easy task in
after being recruited by schools like comparison to overcoming acadeTexas, Texas Tech, Baylor and San mics, White should bring many
Francisco.
memorable moments to the hard"I liked the fact that it was a wood for Flames fans in the seasons
Christian environment, plus that to come.

Harris feeler
MEANS LOW PRICES!
All Natural Hunter

Ice
Cream

1/2 gal.
President's Choic
Lemon
Lucullan 12
oz. T T

Selected Varieties
Topping

Cool Whip

&/4pO

8 or

Selected Varieties

Duncan Hines
Cake Mix

Sports Schedule
Big South Men's Baseball Standings
CONFERENCE
W-L
6-3
6-3
6-3
4-2
5-4
4-5
2-4
3-6
0-6

1JJBERTY
2. UNC Greensboro
3.Winthrop
4. Radford
5. UMBC
6. Towson State
7. Coastal Carolina
8. Charleston Southern
9. UNC Ashevllle

OVERALL
w-L
20-6
19-11
21-11-2
14-15
12-9
10-12-1
12-20
8-19
7-18

Big South Women's Softball Standings
CONFERENCE
W-L
8-2
6-2
6-3
7-6
2-2
3-4
2-4
1-13

1. Towson State
2. UNC Greensboro
3. UMBC
4. Coastal Carolina
5. Winthrop
6. CharlestonSouthern
7. Radford
& LIBERTY

OVERALL
w-L
19-10
30-11
23-9
24-14
16-11
13-19
16-23
19-23

]

j?

Baseba
April 6. 1905
LIBERTY
ab r h bi
Morton el
4 2 2 1
Weaver sa 5 4 3 4
Reed 1b
3 2 2 2
Baker)
5 13 1
Hufeonrt
10 0 2
Rowedder c 1 1 0 1
Mines 2b
3 2 13
Bylerdh
3 0 10
Benham 3b 3 3 3 0
Clark dh
0 2 0 0
Mlraldl 3b
2 110
Miller c
2 0 0 0
Logan 2b
2 0 0 0
Mohlrf
2 0 0 0
Dalon3b
10 0 0
Wilson 1b
10 11
TOTAL8
M I t 17 15

WILLIAM* MARY
ab r h U
Georges cf
0 0
Woodruff If
0 0
Laskufskl if
3 3
Towers 1b
1 2
Butler dh
0 0
Rustic
2 1
Blckls2b
0 0
DeMaioo3b
0 1
Bushss
0 0
Edwards ss
0 0
Munzsl >
1 0

Liberty
Brown
Miller
Burkett
Jenkins
Bickers
Oeorge Mason
Fulcher
Camp
Johnson

IP

H R ER BB 8 0

3 1-3
1-3
11-3
2
1

7
0
5
3
2

7
1
1

6 2
2
3
1 1 1 2
0 0
0 0

7
6
5
1
0
3
0
0

MBP-Plckett by Miller, Colangelo by
Miller. WP-MIHor, Burkett, Jenkins. T-2:50A-36

IBEOTY

000 301 030—7
000 24$ 10X—18

E-Rush, Oemaroo, Rowedder, Benham, HarroH. DPLiberty (3), William 4 Mary none. LOB-Liberty 12,
William & Mary 6. 2B-Laskofskl 2, Baker 2, Horton.
Bsnham, Mlrladl. 3b Weaver. HR-Hlnea. SB-Weaver.
CS-Demarka. SH-Horton. SF-Hutchlneon 2.
IP

H R ER BB SO

32 - 3 6 8 6
11-2644
1
0 0 0
6
1
2-3
11-

6 4
0 0
13
300

3
2

2
0
1 0

1 2
0
0
3
3
0
1

HBP-Rowedder by Caun, Clark by
Wollgora, Horton by Wallgara, Blckle by Hodges,
Edwards by Hodges. WP-Caun, Zloldowskl,
Wollgora. T-2:46. A-103.

3
0
0
0

Softbal
April 7,
LIBERTY
ab r h bi
Rhodes p
1 0 0
Smith ss
0 2 0
Talley II
0 0 0
Tanskl o
1 1 1
Felgar ct
0 1
Hen 1b
0 1
Rodgers 3b
0 1
Nstson dp
0 0
Ward 2b
0 1
Donovan rl
0 0
TOTALS
2 7

UNC—a
Liberty

gome one

UNC-Q
• b
Spagnola2b4
Alexander H 4
Klutz of
4
Thomps'n ss 3
Long 1b
2
Houston 3b 3
Stslnh'rtdp 3
Leete rt
3
Brooks o
3

r h U
0 2 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
2 1 1
0 1 0
1 1 0
0 2 2
0 0 0
1 1 0

II

4 EARS GOLDEN CORN-ON-THE-COB
KEEP FROZEN

1VU? VtfjrAJ^?AVJUVVatX.
E-Rodgers 2, Leete. DP-none. LOB-Liberty 9, UNCG-4. 2B-Brooks. HR-Tsnskj. CS-Spagnola. SMLong.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Liberty
Rhodes
7
9 5 3
0
3
UNC-Q
Chandler
6
7 2 2
2
7
Hazelgrove
1
0 0 0
1 1
HBP-Rodgers by Chandler. T-1:29.A-

67.

117 7 4

WILLI AM * MARY
LIBERTY

William a Mary
Caun
Zlolkowskl
Wl Ileum
Liberty
Hsrrell
Jenkins
Hodges
Bloksrs

E-Hlnes, Weaver, B.MIIIer. DP-Llberty 1, Qeoige
Mason none. 28-Goodwln, Kansteiner 2. 3BPennell. HR-Weaver, Smith, Swanson, Colangek),
Wldgett. SB-Horton, Benham, Goodwin. CS-Baker

GOLDEN
I
CORN-ON-THE-COB |J
Kjtuiiiii S»Mttr viiitrt

/
002 000 010—3
005 M l 0OX—II

Qupei Qimt I;

COPES

/
Liberty
Qeorge Mason

Soft Drink Feature

Stock Up And Save

game two
LIBERTY
UNC-Q
ab r h bi
Smith sa
3 0 0 0 Spagnola 2b
Rhodes 3b
0 0 Hazlgive p
TeJIeylt
1 1 Leete pr
TansMc
0 0 Klutz cl
Felgar ct
0 0 Thom'sn ss
Hell 1b
0 0 Long 1b
Rodgers p
0 0 Houston 3b
Nelson pr
0 0 Stanhrt dp
Ward 2b
0 0 Qullla o
Hemmlladp 1
0 0 Gabela rl
Donsvan rt 0
0 0 Alexander It
TOTALS
21 1 1 1

ab r h bt
3 3 10
4 0 2 2
1 0 0
2 2 1
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 2 2
0 2 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 0 0
30 • 10 •

UNC—a

000 034 2—

Liberty
1

000 100 0—

IP
UNC-Q
Hazelgrove
Liberty
Rodgers
Rhodes

7

H R ER BB SO
1 1 1 4

3 1-34 0 0
1-3 0 0 0
3
6 10 3

3
2
1
2

Caffeine Free, Caffeine Free Diet

Coke Or Diet
Cope's Corn
Coke
On The Cob
Buy One 4 Ct. Pkg. Of

89*
Free
3"
m

m And Get One

2LTR.

Special Roast
Folgers

Coffee 11.5 oz.

Cymbidium
Orchid

Corsage

ea.

2/4

2

6 Pk. 20 Oz. NRB
Green Giant
Frozen

2'

Vegetables. 10 oz.

Harris Teeter
Sour

Cream

43*

0
0
0

HBP-Rodgers by Hazelgrove, Klutz by
Rodgers. T-1.46. A-62.

Prices Effective Through April 18,1995

2 I M )
001202 0 - 6
000 001 1 - 2

Prices in This Ad Effective Wednesday, April 11, Through Tuesday, Aprilr 18,1994 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

